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Border Crossings
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)

Border Crossings
IRD’s (International Road Dynamics) Automated Border Crossing solutions are 
implemented to expedite safe and legal international border crossings for both 
commercial and commuter vehicles in an operational environment.  Automated Border 
Crossing Systems are integrated systems that will allow pre-processed vehicles, 
trade goods, and commuters to pass through international border checkpoints with 
expedited customs, immigration, and vehicle compliance.

Automated Border Crossing Systems enhance the efficiency and the level of customer 
service provided by a transportation system by implementing solutions aimed at 
increasing the throughput, and reducing the time required to travel safely and legally 
through international border crossings.  The improved level of service at the border 
will result in cost and operational benefits to the agencies, commuters, and trade 
community constituents that conduct international business.
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Border Crossings
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)

Automated Border Crossing Systems can include the following components:

Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) Scales • – Automatically weighs commercial vehicles in motion to screen vehicle 
size and weigh compliance without stopping.

Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI) • – RFID technology allows registered vehicle tags to be identified 
for pre-screening and will also allow for vehicle tracking throughout the facility.

Dynamic Message Signs • – Message boards to provide direction to vehicle operators as they pass 
through the facility.

License Plate Reader (LPR) Cameras•  - Video camera captures an image of the License Plate and 
converts detected image characters and numbers into a text string for vehicle pre-screening.

Carrier Identification Cameras•  – Video camera captures an image of the unique carrier identification 
number and converts detected characters and numbers into a text string for vehicle pre-screening.

Overview Cameras • – A video imaging system to record images of vehicles for identification.

Vehicle Dimensioning System•  - An overhead laser scanner is utilized to provide profile data on the target 
as it passes through the profiling zone and to separate vehicles.

Under Vehicle Surveillance Cameras•  – Utilized to scan, monitor, and record video images of the entire 
length of the vehicle undercarriage to detect vehicle non-compliances, contraband, drugs and explosives.

Vehicle and Cargo Inspection System • - A scanning system that captures an image of the contents of 
a marine container, rail car or truck.  Border services officers use this unit to quickly scan a shipment in 
order to detect contraband, weapons and other potentially dangerous goods.

IRD provides Border Wait Times solutions to measure crossing times from the start of the entrance of a border 
crossing to the exit of a Federal Facility.

IRD vehicle screening system at U.S./Mexico border



The border between the US and Mexico may be the epitome
of America's wild west, but this remote desert frontier is being
tamed by the Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT)

with a state-of-the-art ITS system. A comprehensive port-of-entry
(POE) screening system is being deployed at the Mariposa Port of
Entry – one of the busiest land ports in the nation – at the border
crossing near Nogales, Arizona, to track commercial vehicles.

The Mariposa Port of Entry serves as the main entry point for
fresh produce entering the US from Mexico. It is also a key link
in the CANAMEX Trade Corridor, a freight transportation route
linking Mexico, the US and Canada which is considered a high
priority corridor by the US government.

The POE system will pre-screen vehicles that pass over each of
the seven lanes at the border crossing. This new cutting-edge
solution serves as an excellent example of the essential role ITS
can play in transportation management at border crossings.

“When deployed at international border crossings, ITS
technologies benefit both the commercial vehicle operators and
carriers as well as the enforcement agencies by allowing
compliant vehicles to be identified in real time so they can cross
the borders with minimal delay,” says Randy Hanson, executive
vice president and chief operating officer of International Road
Dynamics (IRD), based in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada.
ADOT awarded IRD the US$1.8M contract as the sole ITS
vendor to build the port-of-entry screening system.

“ITS technologies in combination with electronic screening and
agency specific business rules enable enforcement agencies to
specifically tailor their strategies for non-compliant vehicles,
resulting in the most effective use of resources,” Hanson adds.

Epic implementation
The screening system, which is expected to be in place at
Mariposa Port of Entry this Spring, includes weigh-in-motion

(WIM) scales, license plate readers (LPR), USDOT readers,
automatic vehicle identification (AVI), and an upgraded EPIC
(Expedited Processing at International Crossings) system.

Its implementation is being funded through the Coordinated
Border Infrastructure Programme, a federal grant initiative
established as part of SAFETEA-LU, the transportation
reauthorization act, to improve the safe movement of motor
vehicles at and across US borders with Canada and Mexico. State
matching funds are also required. Hensel Phelps is the prime
contractor, Mac Electric is the electrical contractor, and IRD
provides onsite installation supervision with support from
TransCore and Hi-Tech Solutions.

The POE system starts from the ground up, with one scale
platform and one DYNAX axle sensor deployed per lane. IRD
4020 SSWIM (slow-speed weigh-in-motion) scales combine in-
motion and static scales designed for weighing freight vehicles at
low speeds. 

Meanwhile, images produced by the LPR system and USDOT
Reader – capturing unique USDOT numbers displayed on the sides
of vehicles transporting interstate cargo – will be linked to the
record of each vehicle. Both systems feature optical character
recognition (OCR) to extract the license plate number from the
captured image. 

“The most significant breakthrough on this project is the
advancement of machine vision technology to capture and
perform OCR in order to automate data capture from
commercial vehicles,” Hanson explains. Machine vision has been
used extensively in tolling applications but is now gaining
popularity in commercial vehicle tracking and enforcement
applications, such as port-of-entry screening.

In addition,unique transponder numbers detected by the AVI
system will be linked to the record of each vehicle and the POE
system includes high resolution cameras capable of taking
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ITS in control on the border
State-of-the-art ITS technologies are being deployed for tracking of commercial
vehicles at the US-Mexico border in Arizona, reports Pete Goldin

US/Mexico crossing
at San Ysidro.
Pictures: 
Claus G.Wolf



pictures in all lighting conditions. These cameras will capture an
image of each entire commercial vehicle to tag with its record.
This provides additional identification of the vehicle to support
the LPR and USDOT reader images. With 42 cameras, the
Mariposa Port-of-Entry represents the most cameras ever
deployed by IRD at any single site.

All of the IRD technologies will be integrated into the EPIC
Management System, which has been customised for this project.
For example, the EPIC software has been enhanced to allow
tracking of vehicle processing times for statistical analysis on an
individual vehicle basis.

Screening process
ADOT will use the information presented by the EPIC system as
well as the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)
SAFER-CVIEW (Safety and Fitness Electronic Record – Commercial
Vehicle Information Exchange Window) data to determine if each
commercial vehicle has met all the screening criteria. 

Screening checks are performed in the EPIC system by
comparing vehicle and carrier information against pre-
determined parameters. The system analyses the weight and size
of each truck to make sure it is compatible with the vehicle's
official permit. It also automatically checks the truck against
safety credentials, HazMat registration, International Fuel Tax
Agreement, International Registration Plan, PRISM (Performance
and Registration Information Systems Management) and Motor
Carrier Safety Improvement Process. ADOT, in cooperation with
FMCSA and the Arizona Department of Public Safety, can also
conduct manual screenings as well. 

The system will identify the vehicle, pull up its previous record
and determine if the vehicle requires a safety inspection. Truck
drivers interact with ADOT enforcement officers at the end of
the screening for a final clearance. If a vehicle meets all screening
criteria at the ADOT enforcement lane and no inspections are
required, it will be released to exit the facilities.

The US may see an increase in commercial vehicles crossing
the border, due to recent US and Mexican policies that
streamline border crossings to encourage surface trade. But
ADOT says the POE system is being set up to process all such
vehicles coming through the port in the same way. All will be
checked out and run through the EPIC system to ensure they
meet state requirements. There is no special treatment for any
trucks that may be a part of the FMCSA long-haul program.

Although US Customs & Border Patrol (CBP) is traditionally
responsible for border crossings, ADOT administers the POE
screening system.

“ADOT is responsible for this system because of mandates the
federal government puts on states to check commercial vehicles
for size and safety compliance before allowing them on state
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roads,” says ADOT public information officer Ryan Harding.
On the other hand, CBP retains responsibility for checking for

contraband and ensuring vehicles and all equipment aboard is
entering the country legally. “ADOT and CBP work closely
together to process commercial vehicles coming into the
country,” Harding adds.

The ITS advantage
Prior to this new ITS implementation, Mariposa Port of Entry
used WIM scales and an older version of the EPIC system, first
installed back in 1998. “The previous challenges were that
officials took more time to check the credentials and identify the
vehicles,” says Harding. “The new system automates almost
everything that needs to be checked on the commercial vehicles.
The new version of EPIC will be able to access a federal database
and pull the vehicle's previous record and credentials. With these
new technologies, officers will have the necessary information
before the vehicle reaches the booth to interact with the officer.”

The new technologies will help officers at the port to identify
the vehicles coming through quicker than before which can help
with traffic flow, Harding says. 

“We expect to be able to handle more commercial vehicles
through the port after the new infrastructure is in place,” Harding
continues. “The new system will increase the efficiency of the
port and also allow the officers to be more diligent in their
screening of commercial vehicles that come across the border to
the US.”

“The technologies and automation being provided by the EPIC
facility is leading-edge in that the level of automation provides
more information to border inspectors in order to better select
those vehicles that require additional inspection. Significant
increase in traffic flow and reductions in border crossing times
will result. Preliminary estimates show that such automation will
reduce wait times by more than 50%.”

By integrating the POE screening technology with a border
wait time monitoring system at Mariposa Port of Entry, the
efficiency of the pre-screening tool can be assessed with visibility
of time efficiency for the commercial truck processing at the
facilities. Furthermore, advantages of ITS on the border go
beyond increased productivity for the State of Arizona and the
US government, and reduced wait times for commercial vehicles.
The big picture includes safer highways across the US in general,
as well as improved hazardous material control. 

In addition, a streamlined screening process that focuses
inspections on high-risk vehicles benefits legitimate trucking
businesses and their customers. Hanson says: “Pre-screening is a
tool that can speed up processing of the commercial vehicles and
allow for more efficient delivery of goods, saving the trucking
industry time and money.” ■

The new system
will increase the
efficiency of the
port and also
allow the officers
to be more
diligent in their
screening of
commercial
vehicles that
come across the
border to the US
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Ports 
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)

Ports
Throughput of containers loaded onto the docks is increasing. Security 
measure regulations such as screening and inspecting are also increasing. 
Together these activities can cause major delays and congestion for goods 
being loaded and unloaded. The implementation of Intelligent Transportation 
Solutions (ITS) at ports-of-entry helps to alleviate these issues by:

Reducing the congestion and time to release the goods for transport• 

Automating the processes of security, screening and movement of goods• 

Assisting in effective traffic management within the port• 
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Ports 
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
Automated Port Systems can include the following components:

Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) Scales • – Automatically weigh commercial vehicles in motion to determine the amount of 
goods being transported, helping to ensure that the right container is loaded on the correct transport vehicle, and 
helping to determine contraband activity.

Under Vehicle Surveillance System Cameras (UVSS)•  – Scan, monitor, and record video images of the entire 
length of the vehicle undercarriage to detect drugs, explosives, or other contraband.

Vehicle and Cargo Inspection Systems • - Scan and capture an internal image of the contents of a marine container, 
rail car or truck.  This system quickly scans a shipment to identify the contents and to detect weapons, explosives, or 
other contraband.

Overview Cameras • – Record video images of vehicles for identification.

Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI) • – WIM weights, UVSS, and other security information data are automatically 
associated with the correct vehicle using various AVI equipment.

License Plate Reader (LPR) Cameras•  - Capture video images of license plates and convert detected 
characters and numbers into a text string for vehicle identification.

Carrier Identification Cameras•  – Capture video images of the unique carrier identification number and convert 
detected characters and numbers into a text string for vehicle identification.

RFID technology • – Allows registered vehicles with RFID tags to be uniquely identified in the Port Database.

Dynamic Message Signs • – Message boards utilizing the AVI information provide direction to vehicle operators as 
they pass through the port facility.

Automated Port Database • – Contains information on the truck ID, the weight, the cargo, and all ITS automated 
security checks. This data can be uploaded into a read/write RFID tag on board the transport vehicle, which can 
provide end to end security tracking of carrier and cargo by adding GPS and cargo door seals as part of the RFID.

IRD Port System in Valparaiso, Chile IRD System at Port of Manzanillo, Mexico
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Security Screening
AUTOMATED FACILITIES ACCESS AND SECURITY 

It is vital for public and private facilities to be protected and safe in this changing 
world where security threats and criminal activities are prevalent.   Security strategies 
and tactics are important for securing facilities and restricted areas, and technological 
solutions are increasingly becoming primary components of these plans.

Screening for security threats while allowing convenient access to authorized 
personnel and guests is essential.  IRD (International Road Dynamics Inc.), one of 
the leaders in traffic security systems, has several access and security solutions 
which accomplish these twin objectives.

Applications

Government buildings• 

Defense facilities• 

Embassy compounds• 

Energy plant entrances• 

Correctional/prison facilities• 

Underground parking garages and parking lots• 

Residential complexes• 

Office complexes• 

Hotels, casinos, and resorts• 

Stadiums and public event facilities• 

Borders• 

Ports• 
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Under Vehicle Surveillance

An Under Vehicle Surveillance System (UVSS) can 
determine if there are items affixed to the under-
carriage of a vehicle which should not be there (e.g. 
explosives, contraband, etc.).

Dynamic Message Signs

Variable Message or Changeable Message Signs 
provide direction and messages to vehicle operators.

License Plate Reader Systems

License Plate images can be monitored and checked 
against a database in real time and/or captured for 
later review.

Camera Imaging Systems

Images of vehicles are monitored by personnel in real 
time and/or can be captured for later review.

WIM (Weigh-In-Motion)

Vehicles can be weighed in motion in real time at 
access entry points to check for unusual axle and 
gross vehicle weights.

RFID Access

Only vehicles with Radio Frequency Identification 
(RFID) automatically gain entry to a secure facility or 
area.

Security Screening
AUTOMATED FACILITIES ACCESS AND SECURITY 



UNDER VEHICLE  
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

The most capable UVSS (Under Vehicle Surveillance 
System) available for detecting contraband, drugs, 
explosives, and other objects





GO WITH HEAVY-DUTY  
PERFORMANCE

If your premises are worth securing, it’s worth looking into 

Under Vehicle Surveillance Systems (UVSS). Our UVSS 

solutions are designed to scan, monitor, and digitally  

record crisp, clear digital video images of the entire width of 

a vehicle’s undersides—all with one permanent or portable 

system. Careful integration of components makes the 

UVSS a cost-effective and convenient solution for checking 

passenger vehicles, vans, buses, semi tractors, trucks and 

trailers, and more. It’s an ideal solution for governmental, 

military, corporate, and transportation facilities—wherever 

complete vehicle monitoring is required.

Advanced imaging and LED illumination provide clear, high-

resolution video of the vehicle’s underside to help detect 

attached packages, explosives, and other objects. For 

monitoring, images are processed by digital video recorder 

(DVR) capable of recording 4-16 channels simultaneously 

and then displaying moving images on screen. The UVSS 

DVR delivers the full picture of a vehicle’s entire width and 

length for a fraction of the cost of less capable systems.



Unmatched integration  
flexibility

Each UVSS gives you total flexibility 
in integrating with your security  
system. The open architecture 
means you can connect to your 
existing CCTV system, can  
transmit your video over IP, fiber 
optics, coax, or wireless, and can 
integrate with Automatic License 
Plate Recognition and driver  
image-capture cameras. The  
system can be configured with  
motion detection or loop  
detection so that you only  
record “live” events.

Seeing is securing in real time

With the UVSS, you can view in 
real-time and full color for the entire 
length of the vehicle. There is no 
waiting like with line-scan systems 
and no need for an expensive  
image-processing computer. See 
it live with no delay. And it’s just as 
easy to store images on a DVR to 
keep a high-resolution record of  
all vehicles.

Sharp images provide the  
total picture

High-resolution color cameras give 
you clear, sharp images. Bright 
white, high-intensity LED-based 
lighting illuminates the vehicle’s 
undercarriage so details aren’t lost 
in shadows. And with the ability to 
place cameras anywhere along  
the length of the ramp, wheel wells 
and other details are easy to  
capture. Focal length, field of view, 
and angle of the camera simulate 
a person in a pit viewing vehicles 
passing over. There is no IR light 
provided to confuse the security 
personnel from switching to  
a black and white image from a 
color image.



Built rugged for long life

The heavy-duty, low-profile  
galvanized steel ramps have a 
48-ton capacity and are designed 
to withstand harsh environments, 
rugged terrain, and extreme  
temperatures. Likewise, cameras 
and lighting are encased in sturdy, 
weatherproof housings. LEDs offer 
the most reliable, low-heat light 
source available, with a typical life 
of over 100,000 hours. LEDs are 
preferred over halogen lamps  
because of their significantly longer 
life and lower heat generation.

Cameras feature a tough, 
scratch-proof sapphire lens

Since there are no areas for  
water to gather, there are no  
special drainage requirements or 
special cleaning equipment  
required. Each system is backed 
with a manufacturer’s unconditional 
no-questions-asked warranty.

Permanent and portable  
systems available

The portable version is installed  
by just laying the ramp in the 
inspection areas with some traffic 
cones around it. It comes with a 
galvanized cable protector to cover 
and protect the cables that go to 
the portable monitoring station. 

Permanent versions can be field-
installed by one person in less than 
one hour. There are no pits to dig 
and no major construction required.Rugged camera modules 

have high-intensity bright 
white LEDs built in.



CHOOSE THE SYSTEM THAT  
MEETS YOUR NEEDS

Flex Series: Economy and  
total flexibility

The Flex Series gives you the  
building blocks to configure the 
UVSS to suit your application  
exactly. The system uses 1-foot-
wide sections: each section can 
contain a camera/light module or 
nothing. You can build a UVSS that 
is as wide or narrow as you need—
and equip it with as many cameras 
and light modules as required to 
give you the total picture.

The bright LEDs allow the UVSS to be used in the dead of night without 
any additional lighting.

Applications

■  Defense Facilities
■  Government Buildings
■  Embassy Compounds
■  Energy Plant Entrances
■  Correctional / Prison Facilities  

for Sally Ports
■  Underground Parking Garages
■  Residential Complexes
■  Palaces and Presidential  

Residences
■  Hotels, Casinos, and Resorts
■  Stadiums / Public Event Venues 

(on Lease/Rental-Based Program)
■  Office Complexes
■  Insurance Claim Center  

Drive-Throughs (Single/ 
Two-Camera Portable Systems)

■  Borders
■  Parking Lots



UVSS features

■  Designed for rugged terrain, 
harsh environment, extreme 
temperature

■  Waterproof camera and lights
■  ANPR (Automatic License Plate 

Recognition) compatible
■  Driver image camera compatible
■  Open architectures for  

easy integration with existing 
CCTV system

■  Video can be transmitted on  
IP, wireless, fiber optics, or  
standard coax

■  Standalone DVR or PC-based 
recording system

■  Standard systems come with flat 
panel LCD display

■  Above-surface camera/lighting 
mounting: no major construction 
required

■  High-resolution long-life color  
vision system

■  LEDs provide bright white,  
high-intensity light, providing 
daytime simulation light for  
undercarriage illumination

■  LEDs are rated for 100,000  
operating hours

■  Easy, hose-down cleaning of 
camera and LEDs

■  All cabling and power accessories 
are standard with all systems

■  Permanent or portable solution
■  All steel ramp with 48-ton  

capacity for heavy-duty  
performance

■  Unconditional factory warranty 
on parts and labor

■  Extended warranties available
■  Lowest cost and highest  

flexibility
■ Integrated LED/camera modules
■  Ramp can be expanded  

or reduced in size in 1-foot  
increments

■  Each ramp expansion section 
can be configured with or  
without camera

■  Scratchproof, user-replaceable 
camera protective lens



Typical configurations

The flexibility of the UVSS allows it to be configured to 
meet your security inspection needs and your budget.

The UVSS can be as simple as  
a camera connected directly  
to monitors for live monitoring. 

Four cameras can be multiplexed  
to a single DVR and monitor.



Live monitoring and PC-based  
recording/monitoring can be combined, 
which also makes it easy to network the 
security system. 

Accessories
We can supply complete systems, including UVSS ramp, DVR for multichannel recording, LCD flat-panel 
monitors, video multiplexer, software, and all necessary connecting cables and related hardware.

We also offer comprehensive services to help you integrate the UVSS into your building or enterprise  
security system. 

Spare Parts
Part Number Description Weight 

kg lb

RAMP-1 Expansion Section without Camera

1-foot wide, includes top cover plate 14.54 31.99

END - 1 End Section

Includes top cover plates 8.62 18.96

CAM - 1F Spare Camera

 Without Housing and LEDs - -

HSG - 1F Camera Housing with LEDs - -

CAB-100F 100-Foot Communication Cable

Includes in 5 video mini coaxial cable 
and two twisted-pair cables for power

16 35.20

PWR -U Universal Power Supply

110 / 220 V input 1 2.20

JCT - 1F Junction Box

For inside ramp for connecting ramp 
cameras, power and video, includes 
circuit board

0.5 1.1

JCT - 2F Junction Box

For monitor end for connection of 
power supply, cables coming from the 
ramp and BNC connections to moni-
tors. Includes circuit board and up to 4 
BNC connectors preassembled

0.5 1.1

LENS -1F Spare Sapphire Crystal Lens Specifications subject to change without notice.



Model 
Number

Cameras Camera 
Configuration

Width 
mm (in/ft)

Weight
kg (lb)

Main
Sections

End
Sections

UVSS-5300 3 Front or Back* 1974 
(77.72/6.48)

89.94 
(197.87) 

5 2

UVSS-5400 5 Front or Back*

Flex Series 5000

*All cameras face the same direction, either forward toward on-coming vehicles or backward 
as vehicles have passed over the ramp.

Flex Series 4000

*All cameras face the same direction, either forward toward on-coming vehicles or backward 
as vehicles have passed over the ramp.

Model 
Number

Cameras Camera 
Configuration

Width 
mm (in/ft)

Weight
kg (lb)

Main
Sections

End
Sections

UVSS-4200 2 Back or Front
1674
(65.91/5.49)

75.40 
(165.88)

4 2
UVSS-4400 4 Back or Front

UVSS-4401 4 2 Front 2 Back

Model 
Number

Cameras Camera 
Configuration

Width 
mm (in/ft)

Weight
kg (lb)

Main
Sections

End
Sections

UVSS-3200 2 Front or Back* 1374 
(54.1/4.51)

60.86 
(133.89) 

3 2

UVSS-3300 3 Front or Back*

Flex Series 3000

*All cameras face the same direction, either forward toward on-coming vehicles or backward 
as vehicles have passed over the ramp.

System Information

We can supply complete systems:

■  UVSS ramp
■  DVR for multichannel recording
■  LCD flat-panel monitors
■  Video multiplexer
■  UVSS software
■  Cable assemblies and related 

hardware

We also offer comprehensive  
services to help you integrate the 
UVSS into your building or  
enterprise security system. 

The following pages show typical 
UVSS configurations and supply 
specifications.



Flex Series 6000

*All cameras face the same direction, either forward toward on-coming vehicles or backward 
as vehicles have passed over the ramp.

Model 
Number

Cameras Camera 
Configuration

Width 
mm (in/ft)

Weight
kg (lb)

Main
Sections

End
Sections

UVSS-6400 4 Front or Back*
2274 
(89.5/7.46)

104.48 
(229.86) 

6 2
UVSS-6600 6 Front or Back*

UVSS-6601 6 3 Front 3 Back

Flex Series 8000

*All cameras face the same direction, either forward toward on-coming vehicles or backward 
as vehicles have passed over the ramp.

Model 
Number

Cameras Camera 
Configuration

Width 
mm (in/ft)

Weight
kg (lb)

Main
Sections

End
Sections

UVSS-8400 4 Front or Back*

2874 
(113.1/9.43)

133 
(293.83) 

8 2
UVSS-8600 6 Front or Back*

UVSS-8601 6 3 Front 3 Back

UVSS-8800 8 Front or Back*

UVSS-8801 8 4 Front 4 Back

Model 
Number

Cameras Camera 
Configuration

Width 
mm (in/ft)

Weight
kg (lb)

Main
Sections

End
Sections

UVSS-7300 3 Front or Back* 2574 
(101.3/8.44)

119 
(261.84) 

7 2

UVSS-7500 5 Front or Back*

Flex Series 7000

*All cameras face the same direction, either forward toward on-coming vehicles or backward 
as vehicles have passed over the ramp.



1.   The UVSS shall have the camera and lighting 
integrated into a single module.

2.    The UVSS camera shall provide full-color  
images.

3.    The UVSS shall be modular to allow ramps of 
various widths to be easily configured. Modules 
shall consist of end modules and 1-foot-wide 
expansion modules.

4.    Each UVSS section module shall be available  
with or without a camera/light module.

5.    The UVSS camera lights shall be bright white 
LEDs for illumination.

6.    The UVSS LEDs shall provide bright white high-
intensity light to simulate bright daylight  
underneath a dark vehicle in pitch darkness. 

7.    The UVSS LEDs shall offer a minimum 100,000 
hours of operation. 

8.    The UVSS shall be based on a speed-bump 
design and not a flat design.

9.    The UVSS shall have a weight capacity of  
48 tons.

10.  The UVSS shall be designed to operate in harsh 
environments, including extreme of weather.

11.  The UVSS shall not be limited as to the length or 
height of the vehicle being inspected. It shall be 
designed to identify objects and be used for any 
type of vehicle irrespective of length or height to 
the undercarriage.

12.  The UVSS shall provide real-time video for  
viewing the undercarriage of vehicle. It will not 
be is not a line scan system offering still gray-
scale or color images. It shall be designed to 
simulate a human eye for depth of viewing as if 
the person is underneath a vehicle inspecting it.

13.  The UVSS shall be stand-alone and independent 
of the CCTV system.  It shall provide real-time 
video for display, not analysis or alarm reporting. 
The UVSS requires dedicated cameras in the 
ramp and may or may not be shown on the 
security drawings.

14.  The UVSS shall include optional storage devices 
with a recording capacity of up to 1 terabyte

15.  The UVSS system shall be manufactured out of 
rust-proof galvanized steel.

16.  The UVSS camera assembly shall have a  
water-proof housing, rated for submersion to a 
depth of 20 meters minimum. 

17.  The UVSS shall offer has a lifetime warranty on 
camera/LED housing and for corrosion.

18.  The UVSS system will not have a Camera vault 
that has to be dug in ground to install, this 
makes the maintenance and replacement  
difficult and increases construction cost. 

19.  Everything that is need for inspection shall be 
inside the ramp and is a part of the ramp. There 
shall be no requirement to dig a camera vault or 
other in-ground structures that make installation 
and maintenance difficult.

20.  The permanent systems have the flexibility to 
positions of the camera / light modules as in  
the ramp without the use of any tools.

21.  The UVSS ramp shall be designed such a way 
that the users can add additional camera/lights 
modules, if required for future needs

22.  The UVSS shall have a 2-year standard warranty 
on parts and labor, with an optional 3-year 
extended warranty.

23.  The UVSS ramp shall users to replace the 
camera/light modules or metal ramps that have 
been damaged, within minutes without the need 
for any tools.

24.  The UVSS permanent ramp frame shall be 
designed for installation on both concrete and 
asphalt.  The inspection ramp shall fit into a slot 
cut into the road surface that is approximately 
6-cm deep to prevent the ramp from moving on 
the road surface regardless if it is installed on 
cement or asphalt.

25.  The UVSS shall have detailed operating and 
maintenance manual supplied with each unit.

702 – 43rd Street East
Saskatoon, SK. S7K 3T9

Phone: (306) 653-6600
Fax: (306) 242-5599

www.irdinc.com
info@irdinc.com

Flex Series UVSS Architectural and Engineering Specifications

Seven-camera system at night.



INTERNATIONAL ROAD DYNAMICS INC. 
www.irdinc.com 

IRD products and components are protected by one or more worldwide patents and/or trademarks. 
IRD reserves the right to change, modify, or improve its products at any time without notice. 

International Road Dynamics 

Inc. develops and maintains 

traffic management products 

and systems technology that 

make highways talk.  What are 

they saying? They are 

providing information that 

roadway administrators need to 

manage traffic, preserve 

infrastructure and provide 

safety warnings to drivers. 

IRD’s multi-discipline, 

innovative and 

customer-focused team is 

expert in advanced 

technologies, advanced traffic 

solutions and 

custom-designed systems. 

•  MANAGEMENT 

•  SAFETY 

•  PRESERVATION 

PRINTED IN CANADA

Secure1250
Tire Deflator

The IRD Secure1250 is a permanent in-road security solution to assist in 
stopping violations by disabling the vehicle.  Useful in both high-security and 
low-security situations, the tire deflator is relay-activated and can be inte-
grated into a controlled parking system, or manually operated by security 
personnel.

The system is controlled by a hydraulic motor which allows operators to 
raise and lower tire spikes with the push of a button. This gives the operator 
control over which vehicles cross the system.  Modular construction allows 
the Secure1250 to be fitted to any application.

APRIL 2008, REV A

Easy-to-Install • Cost-Effective

• Parking lot/driveway security 
• Border crossing
• Toll operations
• Anywhere you need to stop a vehicle FAST!



Corporate Office  U.S. Office

702 - 43rd Street East  2402 Spring Ridge Drive, Suite E
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan Spring Grove, IL
Canada  S7K 3T9  USA  60081
Tel: +1(306) 653-6600  Tel: +1(815) 675-1430
Fax: +1(306) 242-5599  Fax: +1(815) 675-1530
Toll Free: 1-877-444-4IRD (4473) 
Email: info@irdinc.com

Publicly Traded on the TSX (Symbol IRD)
Find out more about IRD on our website: www.irdinc.com

IRD products and components are protected by one or more worldwide patents and/or trademarks. 
IRD reserves the right to change, modify, or improve its products at any time without notice.  PRINTED IN CANADA 

Secure1250
Tire Deflator
MODULES

The IRD Secure1250 tire deflator consists of three modules:

TIRE DEFLATOR

The tire deflator has a height of 110 mm (4.3 in), a width of 350 mm (13.8 in), and a length of 1250 mm (49.2 in). The 
deflator has two axles with 12 spikes each, 24 steel spikes in total, mounted on 4 sealed bearings.

SPACER

The spacer has a height of 110 mm (4.3 in), a width of 350 mm (13.8 in) and a length 500 mm (19.7 in). The spacer 
module is used to connect the motor and/or tire deflator module, allowing for a total length flexibility.

MOTOR

The motor box has a height of 300 mm (11.8 in), a width of 200 mm (7.9 in) and a length of 1000 mm (39.4 in). A 
hydraulic motor provides movement by means of a steel joint, designed to fit a spacer as well as a tire deflator module, 
achieving the desired configuration by the client. 

SPECIFICATIONS

IRD SECURE1250  LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT

Tire Deflation Device  1250 mm x 350 mm x 110 mm
   49.2 in x 13.8 in x 4.3 in

Spacer   500 mm x 350 mm x 110 mm
   19.7 in x 13.8 in x 4.3 in

Motor Box   1000 mm x 200 mm x 300 mm
   39.4 in x 7.9 in x 11.8

INSTALLATION LAYOUT

M
ot

or
 B

ox SpacerTire Deflation Device



under vehicle inspection systems
under vehicle surveillance systems
license plate recognition
explosion detection
road barriers
video management systems
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Go with 
heavy-duty 
performance

About International Road Dynamics
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Customer Solutions

�!"#$!%"&'!%(��'%)��*!%+&,-��!,��.���/�&-�%�0#((�#-"%1(&-2#)�,'+3%!*�
0&"2�%�('!4�2&-"'$*�'5�3$'6&)&!4�-#,7$&"*�%!)�-%5#"*�3$')7,"-��8#�%$#�
5',7-#)�'!�+##"&!4�"2#�5%-"9#6'(6&!4�!##)-�'5�+&(&"%$*:�4'6#$!+#!"�%!)�
,'++#$,&%(�,7-"'+#$-�%$'7!)�"2#�0'$()��8&"2�,'!"&!7#)�&!!'6%"&'!-�&!�
7!)#$�6#2&,(#�-7$6#&((%!,#�-*-"#+-:�$'%)�1%$$&#$-:�#;3('-&'!�)#"#,"&'!:�
%!)�2&42�)#<!&"&'!�6&)#'�+%!%4#+#!"�-*-"#+-:�����&-�3'&-#)�"'�"%=#�&"-�
3(%,#�%-�%�(#%)&!4�)#5#!-#�%!)�-#,7$&"*�3$'6&)#$�5'$�,7$$#!"�%!)�57"7$#�
-#,7$&"*�,2%((#!4#-�

Military, Federal and State Governments
>'6#$!+#!"�%!)�+&(&"%$*�,7-"'+#$-�"7$!�"'�����"'�-#,7$#�"2#&$�-&"#�
3#$&+#"#$-:�3$'6&)#�#(#,"$'!&,�%,,#--�,'!"$'(:�%!)�-733(*�&!"#4$%"#)�6&)#'�
%--#--+#!"�-'(7"&'!-�"'�)#(&6#$�7!+%",2#)�-&"#�3$'"#,"&'!������-'(7"&'!-�
#!%1(#�"2#-#�,7-"'+#$-�"'�)#3('*�"2#&$�27+%!�$#-'7$,#-�+'$#�#5<,&#!"(*�
02&(#�3$'6&)&!4�2&42#$�'6#$%((�-&"#�-#,7$&"*�(#6#(-�

Ports and Critical Infrastructure
?--#"-�,$&"&,%(�"'�!%"&'!%(�-#,7$&"*�$#@7&$#�"2#�1#-"�&!�3$'"#,"&'!�%!)�
$#(&%1&(&"*������)#(&6#$-�"2#�+&--&'!9,$&"&,%(�-'(7"&'!-�"2#-#�-&"#-�$#@7&$#�
2#(3&!4�"'�#!-7$#�#,'!'+&,�,'!"&!7&"*�%!)�)#,$#%-&!4�$&-=�5$'+�&!"$7-&'!:�
6%!)%(&-+�%!)�"#$$'$&-+�%"�-&"#-�-7,2�%-�)%+-:�$#-#$6'&$-:�#(#,"$&,%(�
4#!#$%"&'!�%!)�)&-"$&17"&'!�5%,&(&"&#-:�0%"#$�%!)�5'')�-733(*�3'&!"-:�#",�

Commercial
�'$3'$%"&'!-�"')%*�%$#�0'$=&!4�2%$)#$�"2%!�#6#$�"'�3$'"#,"�"2#&$�+'-"�
6%(7%1(#�%--#"-A&!5'$+%"&'!:�3$',#--#-�%!)�3#'3(#������3$'6&)#-�
,'$3'$%"#�-#,7$&"*�3#$-'!!#(�0&"2�&!,$#)&1(*�$#(&%1(#�-'(7"&'!-�1%-#)�
'!�-,%(%1(#:�!#"0'$=91%-#)�-'(7"&'!-�"2%"�(#6#$%4#�#;&-"&!4�,'$3'$%"#�
,'++7!&,%"&'!-�&!5$%-"$7,"7$#�%!)�$#-7("�&!�('0#$�"'"%(�,'-"-�'5�'0!#$-2&3�

Industrial
�!)7-"$&%(�5%,&(&"&#-�%$'7!)�"2#�0'$()�"$7-"�����"'�+##"�"2#&$�4$'0&!4�%!)�
)#+%!)&!4�-#,7$&"*�!##)-���'0#$�4#!#$%"&'!�5%,&(&"&#-�%!)�,2#+&,%(�
3(%!"-:�%-�0#((�%-�3#"$'(#7+�3$')7,"&'!�%!)�-"'$%4#�5%,&(&"&#-:�7-#�����
3$')7,"-��8#�3$'"#,"�"2#&$�3#$&+#"#$-:�,'!"$'(�%,,#--�"2$'742'7"�"2#&$�
5%,&(&"&#-:�%!)�3#$5'$+�"2#�6&)#'�%--#--+#!"�"2%"�#!%1(#-�-#,7$&"*�
3#$-'!!#(�"'�$#%,"�&++#)&%"#(*�"'�&!,&)#!"-�

Corrections
���B-�C#,2!'('4&#-�2#(3�+&!&+&D#�$&-=�1*�-733(*&!4�-#,7$&"*:�#!"$%!,#�
,'!"$'(:�6&-&"'$�+%!%4#+#!"�%!)�6&)#'�-7$6#&((%!,#�-'(7"&'!-:�#!-7$&!4�
3#$&+#"#$�%!)�&!"#$&'$�3%--%4#0%*-�'5�"2#-#�2&429$&-=�5%,&(&"&#-�%$#�-#,7$#��
E*�)#3('*&!4�����-'(7"&'!-:�,'$$#,"&'!%(�5%,&(&"&#-�+%&!"%&!�2&42#$�(#6#(-�'5�
-&"7%"&'!%(�%0%$#!#--:�5%-"#$�&!,&)#!"�$#-3'!-#�%!)�&!,$#%-#)�-%5#"*�5'$�
"2#&$�3#$-'!!#(�
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Our commitment to you

3$'"#,"&!4�*'7$
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C2#� (&-"� '5� )%"%:� 3#'3(#� %!)� %--#"-� "$7-"#)� "'�
4'6#$!+#!"�%!)�,'$3'$%"&'!-�+7-"�1#�1%,=#)�1*�%�
-#,7$&"*�%!)�-7$6#&((%!,#�-*-"#+�"2%"�,%!�1#�"$7-"#)��
�"� -"%$"-� 0&"2� %!� 7!)#$-"%!)&!4� '5� 02'B-� #!"#$&!4:�
02#$#�"2#*�%$#�#!"#$&!4�%!)�2'0�"'�)#%(�#55#,"&6#(*�
0&"2�"2'-#�02'�%$#�!'"�%7"2'$&D#)�5'$�#!"$*��G6#$*'!#�
%!)� #6#$*"2&!4� !##)-� "'� 1#� %,,'7!"#)� 5'$� 9� 5$'+�
3#$&+#"#$�-#,7$&"*�"'�57((�6&)#'�%,,#--�"'�,'!"$'(�%!)�
+'!&"'$� $#%(� "&+#� %,"&6&"&#-�� ���� 3$'6&)#-� %� 57((� -#"�
'5� &!"#4$%"#)� -'(7"&'!-� "2%"� ,%!� 1#� ,'!<47$#)� 5'$�
5%,&(&"&#-�'5�%!*�-&D#�'$�(',%"&'!�

Productivity
�#-3'!-#� "&+#� &-� %� =#*� ,'+3'!#!"� 5'$� %!*� +&(&"%$*� '$�
4'6#$!+#!"� -#,7$&"*� -*-"#+�� 82#!� "2#� +&--&'!� &-� ,$&"&,%(:�
����-#,7$&"*�-'(7"&'!-:�-3#,&<,%((*�'7$���?�����%!)����
-#$&#-:� +##"� "2#� ,2%((#!4#� 0&"2� ,'+3(#"#� #!)9"'9#!)� -&"#�
-#,7$&"*��82#"2#$�*'7�!##)�%!�7("$%9-&+3(#�'3#$%"'$�&!"#$5%,#�'$�
*'7$�-3#,&<,%"&'!-�$#@7&$#�%�$'17-"�!#"0'$=�,'!<47$%"&'!�%!)�
%)+&!&-"$%"&6#� 3(%"5'$+:� ���� -%6#-� *'7� "&+#� %!)� -"$#%+(&!#-�
'3#$%"&'!-�"'�+%=#�"2#�+'-"�'5�#6#$*�+&!7"#�%!)�#6#$*�-#,'!)�
*'7$�-#,7$&"*�"#%+�2%-�

Cost Savings
H'7$�-#,7$&"*�17)4#"�,%!�)0&!)(#�&!�%�27$$*�1#,%7-#�'5�,2%!4#-�
"'� 3#$-'!!#(� '$� 734$%)#-� "'� #@7&3+#!"� )7#� "'� $#47(%"&'!�
,2%!4#-�� ���� &!"#4$%"#-� '7$� 1$'%)� 3'$"5'(&'� '5� 3$')7,"-� A�
�������-*-"#+-:�$'%)�1%$$&#$-:�(&,#!-#�3(%"#�$#%)#$-:�%!)�
6&)#'�+%!%4#+#!"�-*-"#+-�A�"'�-#$6#�*'7�#5<,&#!"(*�%!)�-%6#�
*'7�+'!#*��C2#$#�%$#�5#0�&!6#-"+#!"-�+'$#�&+3'$"%!"�5'$�*'7$�
-&"#�"2%!�&"-�-#,7$&"*:�%!)�����+%=#-�-7$#�*'7$�&!6#-"+#!"�&-�%�
-+%$"�'!#��

Security
>'6#$!+#!"� %--#"-� %$#� 7!)#$� ,'!-"%!"� "2$#%"� 5$'+� %((�
=&!)-� '5� -'7$,#-I� 3'(&"&,%(:� $%)&,%(:� 3$'"#-":� )&-$73"&'!� %!)�
+'$#���5�4'6#$!+#!"-�-"'3�$7!!&!4�'$�&5�-#,7$&"*�5%&(-:�3'(&,#�
%$#� )&-3%",2#):� 47%$)-� %$#� 3'-"#)� %!)� $#%(� #,'!'+&,� ('--�
',,7$-������3$'6&)#-�J#;&1(#:�-,%(%1(#�-'(7"&'!-�"2%"�37"�"2#�
(%"#-"�"#,2!'('4*�"'�0'$=�5'$�*'7�����B-��������-*-"#+�
)#(&6#$-� "2#� +&--&'!9,$&"&,%(� -'(7"&'!-� $#@7&$#)� "'� #!-7$#�
#,'!'+&,� ,'!"&!7&"*� %!)� )#,$#%-#)� $&-=� 5$'+� &!"$7-&'!:�
6%!)%(&-+�%!)�"#$$'$&-+���
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Intelligent Vehicle Management Platform

C2#� ���� �!"#((&4#!"� �#2&,(#� K%!%4#+#!"� �(%"5'$+� &-� %�
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$#-3'!)� "'� 6#2&,(#� +'6#+#!"� 5'$� #5<,&#!"� )%*9"'9)%*�
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&)#!"&5*�%!)�%--#--�&!�$#%(�"&+#�%-�0#((�%-�$#"$'-3#,"&6#(*�
"2$'742�5'$#!-&,�%!%(*-&-�

C2#� -'5"0%$#� 3$'6&)#-� $'17-"� %,"&6&"*� $#3'$"&!4:� %!)�
,'++%!)-� %� 3'0#$57(� #6#!"� %!)� %(%$+� #!4&!#� 5'$�
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�!&"-�%!)�+'!&"'$-�)#6&,#�2#%("2��
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#!4&!#:� 02&,2� 3'0#$-� 57!,"&'!%(&"*� 0&"2� )&-"&!,"� 7-#$�
%)6%!"%4#-A&!-"%!"(*� $#,'4!&D&!4� "%$4#"#)� 6#2&,(#-�
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LPR Cameras

���B-� L��� ,%+#$%-� %$#� ��� 1%-#)� 0&"2� ,7-"'+&D#)�
&((7+&!%"&'!� 5'$� '3"&+7+� L��� 3#$5'$+%!,#� &!� ('0� (&42"�
%!)� %((� 0#%"2#$� ,'!)&"&'!-�� C2#� &+%4&!4� 7!&"-� 3$'6&)#�
3$#,&-#� #5<,&#!,*� &!� LM8� �GG�� %!)� N�>N� �GG��
7-#�,%-#-�-7,2�%-�%,,#--�,'!"$'(:�3%$=&!4�%!)�-#,7$&"*:�
1'$)#$�,$'--&!4-:�%!)�-%5#�,&"*�#!5'$,#+#!"�

Lane Controllers

K7("&3(#� (%!#� ,'!"$'(� '3"&'!-� %$#� %6%&(%1(#� 5'$� "2#� L���
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CPAS-UVIS under vehicle inspection systems

C2#� ��?� 7-#-� ,'('$� %$#%� -,%!!&!4�
"#,2!'('4*� "'� #55#,"&6#(*� -,%!� %!)�
&!-3#,"� "2#� 7!)#$,%$$&%4#� '5� 6#2&,(#-�
"'� -#%$,2� %!)� %!%(*D#� &+%4#-� 5'$�
#;3('-&6#�)#6&,#-:�-7-3&,&'7-�'1Q#,"-�'$�
,'!"$%1%!)�-7,2�%-�)$74-�%!)�0#%3'!-���
C2#� -*-"#+� &-� &)#%(� 5'$� 4'6#$!+#!":�
+&(&"%$*:� "$%!-3'$"%"&'!� %!)� ,'$3'$%"&'!�
5%,&(&"&#-� $#@7&$&!4� -#,7$&"*� ,2#,=3'&!"-�
5'$�6#2&,(#-�-7,2�%-�6%!-:�"$%,"'$�"$%&(#$-:�
17-#-�%!)�3%--#!4#$�6#2&,(#-�
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C$%!-+&"� *'7$� 6&)#'� %!)� &!"#4$%"#� &"�
0&"2� %7"'+%"&,� (&,#!-#� 3(%"#� $#,'4!&"&'!�
%!)�)$&6#$� &+%4#9,%3"7$#�,%+#$%-��C2#�
��?� ���� -*-"#+� ,%!� 1#� ,'!<47$#)�
0&"2� +'"&'!� )#"#,"&'!� '$� (''3� )#"#,"&'!�
-'�"2%"�*'7�'!(*�$#,'$)�R(&6#S�#6#!"-�

Seeing is securing in real time

8&"2� "2#� ��?� #$&#-:� *'7� ,%!� 6&#0�
&!� $#%(9"&+#� %!)� 57((� ,'('$� 5'$� "2#� #!"&$#�
(#!4"2�'5�"2#�6#2&,(#��C2#$#�&-�!'�0%&"&!4�
(&=#�0&"2�'"2#$�-*-"#+-�%!)�!'�!##)�5'$�
%!�#;3#!-&6#�,'!"$'(�7!&"-��##�&"�(&6#�0&"2�
!'�)#(%*��O7((�2&42�)#<!&"&'!�,'('$:�#6#!�
0&"2� 6#2&,(#-� +'6&!4� 73� "'� TU� VK�N�
.FP�W�K�N/��C2#�-,%!!&!4�,%+#$%-�%$#�
%6%&(%1(#�5$'+�UXXO��73�"'�WXXO��

Sharp images provide the total 
picture

?� 2&429$#-'(7"&'!� )&4&"%(� ,'('$� ,%+#$%�
4&6#-� *'7� ,(#%$:� -2%$3� &+%4#-�� E$&42"�
02&"#:� 2&429&!"#!-&"*� LG�91%-#)� (&42"&!4�
&((7+&!%"#-� "2#� 6#2&,(#B-� 7!)#$,%$$&%4#�
-'�)#"%&(-�%$#!B"�('-"�&!�-2%)'0-��8&"2�"2#�
57((�(#!4"2�(&42"�%$$%!4#+#!"�%!)�-3#,&%((*�
)#-&4!#)�,%+#$%�%!4(#� "2#�02##(�0#((-�
%!)�'"2#$�7!)#$,%$$&%4#�)#"%&(-�%$#�#%-*�
"'�,%3"7$#�-'�"2#$#�&-�!'�!##)�"'�%))�%!*�
%))&"&'!%(�%7;&(&%$*�,%+#$%-� 5'$�2%$)9"'9
6&#0�%$#%-�

Built rugged for long life

C2&-�2#%6*9)7"*�-*-"#+�,'+#-�0&"2�17&("9
&!�-,%!!#$�%!)� (&42"�%$$%!4#+#!"-��C2#�
0#&42"91#%$&!4� ,%3%,&"*� 5'$� -"%!)%$)�
-*-"#+-�&-�TY�"'!-�0&"2�%!�'3"&'!%(�ZZX�
"'!� 6#$-&'!� %6%&(%1(#� 73'!� $#@7#-"��
N%$-2� #!6&$'!+#!"-:� $744#)� "#$$%&!�
%!)� #;"$#+#� "#+3#$%"7$#-� 0#$#� "%=#!�
&!"'� ,'!-&)#$%"&'!� 02&(#� )#-&4!&!4� "2&-�
-*-"#+��
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Model No System Description Speed 
KMPH

Speed 
MPH Image Type
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Model No System Description Speed 
KMPH

Speed 
MPH Image type
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FLEX under vehicle surveillance systems

�5� *'7$� 3$#+&-#� &-� 0'$"2� -#,7$&!4:� &"B-� 0'$"2� (''=&!4�
&!"'� ���B-� OLG\� -#$&#-� '5� 7!)#$� 6#2&,(#� -7$6#&((%!,#�
%!)� &!-3#,"&'!� -'(7"&'!-�� M7$� OLG\� -#$&#-� '5� ���
%!)�����-'(7"&'!-�%$#�)#-&4!#)�"'�-,%!:�+'!&"'$:�%!)�
)&4&"%((*� $#,'$)� ,$&-3:� ,(#%$� )&4&"%(� 6&)#'� &+%4#-� %!)�
6&)#'-�'5�"2#�#!"&$#�0&)"2�'5�%�6#2&,(#B-�7!)#$-&)#-A%((�
0&"2�'!#�-*-"#+��

�%$#57(�&!"#4$%"&'!�'5�,'+3'!#!"-�+%=#-����B-�-*-"#+-�
,'-"9#55#,"&6#� %!)� ,'!6#!&#!"� -'(7"&'!-� 5'$� ,2#,=&!4�
3%--#!4#$� 6#2&,(#-:� 6%!-:� 17-#-:� -#+&9� "$%,"'$� "$7,=-�
%!)� "$%&(#$-:� %!)� +'$#�� C2#*� %$#� &)#%(� -'(7"&'!-� 5'$�
4'6#$!+#!"%(:� +&(&"%$*:� ,'$3'$%"#:� %!)� "$%!-3'$"%"&'!�
5%,&(&"&#-A02#$#6#$� ,'+3(#"#� 6#2&,(#� +'!&"'$&!4� &-�
$#@7&$#)�

?)6%!,#)�&+%4&!4�%!)�LG��&((7+&!%"&'!�3$'6&)#�,(#%$:�
2&429$#-'(7"&'!�6&)#'�'5�"2#�6#2&,(#B-�7!)#$-&)#�"'�2#(3�
)#"#,"�%""%,2#)�3%,=%4#-:�#;3('-&6#-:�%!)�'"2#$�'1Q#,"-��
O'$�+'!&"'$&!4:�&+%4#-�%$#�3$',#--#)�1*�%�)&4&"%(�6&)#'�
$#,'$)&!4�-*-"#+�,%3%1(#�'5� $#,'$)&!4�%!)�)&-3(%*&!4�
-&+7("%!#'7-(*� +'6&!4� '$� -"%"&,� &+%4#-�� C2#� -*-"#+�
)#(&6#$-� "2#� 57((� 3&,"7$#� '5� "2#� 6#2&,(#B-� 7!)#$,%$$&%4#�
.!'�+%""#$�2'0�('!4�"2#�6#2&,(#/�5'$�%�5$%,"&'!�'5�"2#�,'-"�
'5�(#--�,%3%1(#�-*-"#+-�
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0&$#(#--:�%!)�,%!�&!"#4$%"#�0&"2�?7"'+%"&,�L&,#!-#��(%"#�
�#,'4!&"&'!� %!)� )$&6#$� &+%4#9,%3"7$#� ,%+#$%-�� C2#�
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)#"#,"&'!�-'�"2%"�*'7�'!(*�$#,'$)�R(&6#S�#6#!"-�

Seeing is securing in real time
8&"2� "2#� OLG\� ��:� *'7� ,%!� 6&#0� &!� $#%(9"&+#� %!)�
57((�,'('$�5'$�"2#�#!"&$#�(#!4"2�'5�"2#�6#2&,(#��C2#$#�&-�!'�
0%&"&!4� (&=#�0&"2� (&!#9-,%!�-*-"#+-�%!)�!'�!##)� 5'$�%!�
#;3#!-&6#� &+%4#93$',#--&!4� ,'+37"#$��##� &"� (&6#�0&"2�
!'�)#(%*��?!)�&"B-�Q7-"�%-�#%-*�"'�-"'$#�&+%4#-�'!�%�����
"'�=##3�%�2&429$#-'(7"&'!�$#,'$)�'5�%((�6#2&,(#-�

Sharp images provide the total picture
N&429$#-'(7"&'!� ,'('$� ,%+#$%-� 4&6#� *'7� ,(#%$:� -2%$3�
&+%4#-�� E$&42"� 02&"#:� 2&429&!"#!-&"*� LG�91%-#)� (&42"&!4�
&((7+&!%"#-� "2#� 6#2&,(#B-� 7!)#$,%$$&%4#� -'� )#"%&(-� %$#!B"�
('-"� &!� -2%)'0-�� ?!)� 0&"2� "2#� %1&(&"*� "'� 3(%,#� ,%+#$%-�
%!*02#$#�%('!4�"2#�(#!4"2�'5�"2#�$%+3:�02##(�0#((-�%!)�
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FLEX under vehicle surveillance systems

Cameras feature a tough, scratch-proof  
sapphire lens
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FLEX under vehicle surveillance systems
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Accessories
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FLEX under vehicle surveillance systems
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FLEX under vehicle surveillance systems
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FLEX under vehicle surveillance systems
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■ Great Signal

★ Positive signal as tires pass over the 
sensor

★ High output - detects small vehicles - 
motorcycles, even bicycles

★ Good dynamic range - can work with 
large to small vehicles

★ Reduced Bow Wave
★ Reduced Road Flexing noise
★ High Signal to Noise Ratio for ease of 

signal processing
★ High capacitance - can drive long cables
★ Works even for slow speeds

■ Easy to handle 

★ Conforms to any road profile
★ Stiff enough not to droop
★ Coils in a 2'x2' (600x600mm) box
★ Rugged so that it does not break 

in handling

■ Easy installation

★ Installs in a 3/4" x 1" (19 x 25mm) cut in 
the road to minimize damage to the road

★ Installs with fast curing epoxy, acrylic, or 
appropriate poly-urethane

★ No need for heaters
★ Smaller cut means less encapsulation 

material - a 6' BL sensor uses less than 2 
gallons (2m sensor uses less that 1.5 liters)

■ Quality

★ 100% of sensors tested for capacitance 
and insulation resistance, and then 
impacted every 1/4" (6mm) along the 
length of the sensor to determine the 
activity and uniformity of the sensor.

★ Computerized process controls the 
extrusion and polarization of the cable

★ All data electronically archived
★ All sensors Serial Numbered for 

traceability

■ Durability

★ Triple sealed coax splice between the 
sensor and the passive cable

★ The sensor will not be damaged by 
bending to a radius of > 1' (300mm)

★ Will withstand normal handling without 
tender loving care

★ Tested to 40 Million Equivalent Single 
Axle Loadings

■ Versatility

★ Same sensor for over and in the road 
applications

★ Surface sensors can be mounted 
permanently or temporarily

★ Can be used in Portland Cement or 
Asphalt

★ Several encapsulation techniques can be 
used - Epoxy, acrylic, or filled 
poly-urethane

■ Great Passive cable

★ Super tough High Density Poly 
Ethylene (HDPE)

★ Rated as Waterproof for direct burial
★ Low capacitance - 27 pF/foot (89 pF/m)
★ Lengths from 100' to 300'(35-100m) 

standard - longer lengths on a 
custom basis

■ Customer Support

★ Fast delivery - Units in stock
★ Any length - 6', 8', 9',10',11',12',and 13' - 

with a standard of 100' of passive cable 
but with the option of any length in 
multiples of 50'

★ Available in metric lengths - 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 
4.0, 4.5, 5.0 and 5.5 meters, with standard 
cable lengths of 35, 50, 75 and 100 meters

★ Installation clips included with all sensors
★ Installation instructions included with all 

sensors
★ Available Internationally
★ On site installation training available

The MSI Roadtrax® Brass Linguini® axle sensor 
... and why it’s the best sensor for you!!

Page 1
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Product Description

The Roadtrax BL Traffic Sensor is designed
for permanent or temporary installation into
or onto the road surface for the collection of
traffic data.  The unique construction of the
sensor allows direct installation into the
road in a flexible format so that it can
conform to the profile of the road.  The flat
construction of the sensor gives an inherent
rejection of road noise due to road bending,
adjacent lanes, and bow waves of
approaching vehicles.  The small cut in the
road minimizes the damage done to the
road, speeds up the installation and reduces
the amount of grout used for the
installation.  The Roadtrax BL sensor is
available both as a Class I sensor for the
highest level of uniformity needed for
Weigh in Motion applications and as a Class
II sensor which is more cost effective for
Counting, Classifying, High Speed Toll
Booths, Speed Detection, and Red Light
Cameras.

■ Uniform, high amplitude piezoelectric
output compatible with existing counters
and classifiers on the market.

■ Excellent Signal to Noise Ratio which has
an inherent 10:1 rejection of road noise due
to road bending, adjacent lanes and bow
waves of approaching vehicles.

■ Easy installation in a 3/4" x 1" (19 x
25mm) slot, which minimizes the distur-
bance of the road, decreases the depth of
the road cut, and minimizes the amount of
grout needed.

■ Flexible sensor - conforms to any road
profile while maintaining a uniform distance
to the road surface.

■ The final installation is flush with the
road surface - snowplows will not damage
the sensor.

■ Durable enough to withstand normal
installation handling and hundreds of mil-
lions ESAL's.

■ All sensors are 100% tested and certified
for performance as a complete sensor prior
to shipment.

■ Custom Passive Signal Cable with High
Density Poly Ethylene Jacket which is rated
for direct burial and resists nicks and cuts.

Page 2
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Permanent in the Road Installation

Specifications1

The MSI BL Traffic sensor has the following specifications:

1. Center Core: 16 gauge, flat, braided, silver plated copper wire.
2. Piezoelectric Material: Spiral-wrapped PVDF Piezoelectric film
3. Outer Sheath: 0.016" thick brass, CDA-260, ASTM B587-88
4. Final Dimensions: 0.260" wide x 0.063" thick; 0.005"
5. Insulation resistance between core and shield: > 500 M   .
6. Piezoelectric Coefficient:  34 pC/N - nominal.
7. Passive Signal Cable: RG 58 type with a underground/direct burial rated outer jacket.
The OD of the cable is 0.187" (4.75mm).  The nominal capacitance of the cable is 27 pF/ft
(89pF/m).
8. Sensors are packaged 2 per box.  The box size is 24"x20"x3" (600x550x75mm).
9. Two sizes of installation brackets are included with the sensors, 3/4" (small) brackets
and 1" (large) brackets.  There is one small and one large bracket per 6" (150mm)of sen-
sor length.

Notes:
1. Although Measurement Specialties Inc. makes every effort to ensure the accuracy of the 
specifications at the time of publication, specifications for this product are subject to change 
without notice.  Contact MSI for the most current information at +1 610 650 1508.

Performance Characteristics

Output Uniformity ±20% for Class II (Classification)
±7% for Class I (Weigh in Motion)

Operating Temperature Range - 40 to 160ºF (-40 to 70ºC)
Temperature Sensitivity 0.2%/ºF typ, dependent on the grout used
Typical Output Level A wheel load of 400 pounds will produce a minimum

output signal of 250 mV, at 70ºF and 55 mph for a 
proper installation

Passive Signal Cable RG 58C/U with a High Density Polyethylene Outer 
jacket that is rated for direct burial; 3/16" (4.75mm) OD

Product Life 40 Million ESAL's; dependent on the installation
Capacitance See Chart
Weight See Chart
Insulation Resistance >500 M
Packaging All sensors are packaged two per each 24"x20"x3" 

(600x550x75mm) corrugated cardboard box
Installation Brackets Included.  One bracket is used every 6" (150mm

Roadtrax BL Traffic SensorsRoadtrax BL Traffic Sensors
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Sensor Sensor Capacitance with Weight3 Visible Brass Installed Part

Length Classification1 100’ cable2 pounds Length Length4 Number5

(kg)

6' (1.82m) Class II 4.00 nF C  10.00 nF 2.75 (1.25) 70" (1.78m) 76" (1.93m) 0-1005333-Y

8' (2.42m) Class II 5.50 nF   C  11.50 nF 2.80 (1.27) 94" (2.38m) 100" (2.54m) 1-1005333-Y

9' (2.73m) Class II 6.25 nF   C   12.25 nF 2.85 (1.30) 106" (2.69m) 112" (2.85m) 2-1005333-Y

10' (3.03m) Class II 7.00 nF   C  13.00 nF 2.90 (1.32) 118" (3.00m) 124" (3.15m) 3-1005333-Y

11' (3.33m) Class II 7.75 nF   C   13.75 nF 2.95 (1.34) 130" (3.30m) 136" (3.45m) 4-1005333-Y

12' (3.64m) Class II 8.50 nF   C  14.50 nF 3.00 (1.36) 139" (3.53m) 145" (3.68m) 5-1005333-Y

13' (3.94m) Class II 9.25 nF   C  15.25 nF 3.05 (1.39) 154" (3.91m) 160" (4.06m) 6-1005333-Y

6'  (1.82m) Class I (WIM) 4.00 nF   C  10.00 nF 2.75 (1.25) 70" (1.78m) 76" (1.93m) 1-1005438-Y

8' (2.42m) Class I (WIM) 5.50 nF   C   11.50 nF 2.80 (1.27) 94" (2.38m) 100" (2.54m) 2-1005438-Y

9' (2.73m) Class I (WIM) 6.25 nF   C   12.25 nF 2.85 (1.30) 106" (2.69m) 112" (2.85m) 3-1005438-Y

10' (3.03m) Class I (WIM) 7.00 nF   C  13.00 nF 2.90 (1.32) 118" (3.00m) 124" (3.15m) 4-1005438-Y

11' (3.33m) Class I (WIM) 7.75 nF   C  13.75 nF 2.95 (1.34) 130" (3.30m) 136" (3.45m) 5-1005438-Y

12' (3.64m) Class I (WIM) 8.50 nF   C  14.50 nF 3.00 (1.36) 139" (3.53m) 145" (3.68m) 6-1005438-Y

13' (3.94m) Class I (WIM) 9.25 nF   C  15.25 nF 3.05 (1.39) 154" (3.91m) 160" (4.06m) 7-1005438-Y

2.0m (6'7") Class II 4.94 nF   C   10.94 nF 2.75 (1.25) 1.98 m (78") 2.14 m (84") 1-1005528-Z

2.5m (8'3") Class II 6.17 nF   C   12.17 nF 2.85 (1.30) 2.48 m (98") 2.64 m (104") 2-1005528-Z

3.0m (9'11") Class II 7.40 nF   C   13.40 nF 2.95 (1.35) 2.98 m (117") 3.14 m (123") 3-1005528-Z

3.5m (11'6") Class II 8.63 nF   C   14.63 nF 3.05 (1.40) 3.48 m (137") 3.64 m (143") 4-1005528-Z

4.0m (13'2") Class II 9.87 nF   C  15.87 nF 3.15 (1.45) 3.98 m (157") 4.14 m (163") 5-1005528-Z

4.5m (14'10") Class II 11.09 nF   C   17.09 nF 3.25 (1.50) 4.48 m (177") 4.64 m (183") 6-1005528-Z

5.0m (16'6") Class II 12.32 nF   C   18.32 nF 3.35 (1.55) 4.98 m (196") 5.14 m (202") 7-1005528-Z

5.5m (18'2") Class II 13.55 nF   C   19.55 nF 3.45 (1.60) 5.48 m (216") 5.64 m (222") 8-1005528-Z

2.0m (6'7") Class I (WIM) 4.94 nF   C   10.94 nF 2.75 (1.25) 1.98 m (78") 2.14 m (84") 1-1005527-Z

2.5m (8'3") Class I (WIM) 6.17 nF   C   12.17 nF 2.85 (1.30) 2.48 m (98") 2.64 m (104") 2-1005527-Z

3.0m (9'11") Class I (WIM) 7.40 nF   C   13.40 nF 2.95 (1.35) 2.98 m (117") 3.14 m (123") 3-1005527-Z

3.5m (11'6") Class I (WIM) 8.63 nF   C   14.63 nF 3.05 (1.40) 3.48 m (137") 3.64 m (143") 4-1005527-Z

4.0m (13'2") Class I (WIM) 9.87 nF   C  15.87 nF 3.15 (1.45) 3.98 m (157") 4.14 m (163") 5-1005527-Z

4.5m (14'10") Class I (WIM) 11.09 nF   C   17.09 nF 3.25 (1.50) 4.48 m (177") 4.64 m (183") 6-1005527-Z

5.0m (16'6") Class I (WIM) 12.32 nF   C   18.32 nF 3.35 (1.55) 4.98 m (196") 5.14 m (202") 7-1005527-Z

5.5m (18'2") Class I (WIM) 13.55 nF   C   19.55 nF 3.45 (1.60) 5.48 m (216") 5.64 m (222") 8-1005527-Z

1. Class II sensors have a uniformity of ±20% and are typically used for Classification purposes.  Class I sensors 
have a uniformity of ±7% and are typically used for Weigh in Motion applications.

2. Additional cable has a capacitance of 27 pF/ft (89 pF/m) or 2.7 nF/100' (2.2 nF/25m).  Provided with each sensor 
is a test certificate with the actual tested value for the sensor.  Field tests should be within  ±10% of these values, 
at room temperature (70F or 23C).

3. All sensors are packaged 2 per box.  The box weighs 1.5 lbs (0.7 kg).

4. This length refers to the installed length of the sensor.  This is the minimum lane width for the installed sensor.

5. The suffix refers to the cable length.  Cable lengths for -Y are as follows: -1 @ 100', -2 @ 150', -3 @ 200', 
-4 @ 250', -5 @ 300'.  Cable lengths for the -Z are as follows:  -1@ 35m, -2 @ 50m, -3 @ 75M, and -4 @ 100m.

Roadtrax BL Traffic SensorsRoadtrax BL Traffic Sensors
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INTERNATIONAL ROAD DYNAMICS INC. 
www.irdinc.com 

IRD products and components are protected by one or more worldwide patents and/or trademarks. 
IRD reserves the right to change, modify, or improve its products at any time without notice. 

International Road Dynamics 

Inc. develops and maintains 

traffic management products 

and systems technology that 

make highways talk.  What are 

they saying? They are 

providing information that 

roadway administrators need to 

manage traffic, preserve 

infrastructure and provide 

safety warnings to drivers. 

IRD’s multi-discipline, 

innovative and 

customer-focused team is 

expert in advanced 

technologies, advanced traffic 

solutions and 

custom-designed systems. 

•  MANAGEMENT 

•  SAFETY 

•  PRESERVATION 

PRINTED IN CANADA

TRAFFIC SENSORS

For Reliable And Accurate 
Traffic Planning And Data 

Collection
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IRD DYNAX®

Piezoelectric Sensors

IRD DYNAX® Axle Sensor
Resistive sensor specially designed to operate 
independent of speed in stop-and-go traffic

Rugged and Reliable

Can be permanently installed with epoxy in a sawcut in 
asphalt or concrete surfaces or held in place by locking 
bars in a treadle frame

Sensor replacement significantly reduces traffic control 
and road closure expenses

IRD DYNAX® Treadles
Are ideal for toll plazas

Available in a variety of models, including single, two, three 
and four sensor models

Can be retrofit into existing frames or supplied with frames 
for new installations

Sensors are individually replaceable, minimizing downtime 
and treadle replacement expenditures

Speed 
Independent

Both in-road & 
treadle models

Individually 
replaceable

Class 1 for 
Weigh-in-Motion; 
Class 2 for Vehicle 
Classification

Portable & 
Permanent

MSI (Measurement Specialties Inc.)
The MSI BL sensors’ unique flat design results in a more 
accurate count by rejecting road noise and reducing 
“ghost axles”

Constructed with proven components and assembled in 
a unique way to improve longevity and uniformity

Encapsulated sensor available for good adhesion to the 
epoxy and protection of the sensor

Available in a variety of sensor lengths

Thermocoax Inc.
Specially designed for shallow installations in thin or 
reinforced pavements where deeper excavation is a 
problem

Steady output signal over the complete axle

Proven sensor technology independently tested by 
FHWA

IRD also stocks road tube and road ramp, and offers a complete array of road 
accessories, epoxies, and grouts for installations

www.irdinc.com



Non-Intrusive Vehicle Detector
Counting, lane occupancy, average speed and 
classification for highways, rural, and grid roads 
including gravel roads and bridges

No traffic sensors installed in the road or on the top of 
the road surface

Minimal installation time

In most instances, no road closure required

Low power consumption

Wireless option available

Applications include:
Permanent and mobile counting stations

Intersections, stop bar and mid-block detection

Freeway management and incident detection

Traveler information and travel time prediction

Queue detection and work zone safety

Radar & acoustic 
detectors

No road cuts

Multi-lane

Inductive Loops & Magnetometers
Inductive Loops

Permanent loops of any dimension for installation with 
epoxy in roads

Temporary loops which are secured onto the road 
surface with adhesive tape

Preformed loops for new roads

Magnetometers
Direct replacement for inductive loops

Quick installation with a single 3/8” sawcut

Compact, robust one-piece construction

Designed to reduce the effects of temperature 
fluctuations and destabilizing magnetic fields

Vehicle presence, counting, speed and classification

Other applications include car wash entry/exit, drive up 
kiosks, overhead door activation, loading docks and 
gate control

IRD also stocks road tube and road ramp, and offers a complete array of road 
accessories, epoxies, and grouts for installations

www.irdinc.com

Reliable and low 
cost

Permanent 
and temporary 
models

Easy installation
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Traffic counter road tube is 
manufactured from natural rubber 
that has superior weathering, aging 
and abrasion characteristics and 
provides excellent resilience for high 
impact loads over a wide range of 
ambient temperatures.

Road Tube Nails
Parker-Kalon (PK) Masonry Nails are made of case hardened steel.  
They are zinc coated for corrosion resistance and have a ribbed 
exterior to ensure a solid anchoring.  PK Nails are for fastening of road 
tube anchors, lane markers and other road surface mounted devices.
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Road Tube Restraint Kit

Part Number Description

# 3000102 8068 Road Tube - 13/64” inside diameter, 100ft (30m) per roll:

1-10 Rolls

11-25 Rolls

over 26 Rolls

Part Number Description

# 3000161 IRD Model 8066 Road Tube Restraint Kit
Complete with 2 Figure 8 restraints, 1 end • 
plug, 8 road nails & washers

Part Number Description

# 3000132 PK Road Nails 1/4” x 2” (64mm x 51mm) (Box/100)

# 3000122 PK Road Nails 1/4” x 2 1/2” (64mm x 64mm) (Box/100)
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End Plug
No tools are required to install this 
handy thumbscrew End Plug.  It is a 
real time saver, simply twist in by hand.  
The end plug stays securely in place 
and can be used in conjunction with an 
End Clamp Anchor.

Figure-8
The Figure-8 Cable Grip is a cost saving road 
tube end securing device.  Simply insert the 
road tube through the loops of the Figure-8.

Woven Cable
The Woven Cable Grip is a highly reliable 
road tube end securing device.  The weave 
will increase its grip on the road tube with an 
increase in pull.  It will not lose its grip and the 
stainless steel cable is safe for vehicle tires.

End C-Clamp
The ‘C’ Clamp type anchor minimizes road tube 
movement.  It is formed from galvanized sheet 
metal.  Two masonry nails fasten the clamp to 
the roadway and close the mouth to anchor the 
road tube.

Center Plate Clamp
The Center Clamp Anchor is a versatile heavy 
gauge steel clamp designed for end or center 
anchoring.  It prevents center sagging in road 
tube . There are three anchoring holes for 
nailing to the roadway with masonry nails.

Part Number Description

# 3000121 End Plug Screw

Part Number Description

# 3000130 Road Tube Grip (Figure 8)

Part Number Description

# 3000105 Road Tube Clamp (Center Plate Clamp)

Part Number Description

# 3000109 Road Tube Grip (Woven Cable)

Part Number Description

# 3000103 Road Tube Grip (End C - clamp)
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P art N um ber D escrip tio n

# 560033 8068 R oad  Tub e  - 13 /64 " insid e d iam eter, 100 ft (30m ) p er roll:

1 -10  R olls

11-25 R olls

over 26  R olls

Part Number Description

# 100008 IR D Mode l 8066 R oad  Tube R estra int Kit
  - Com p lete w ith 2 Figure 8 restra ints,
    1  end p lug , 8  road  na ils & w ashers

Traffic counter road tube is
manufactured from natural rubber
that has superior weathering, aging
and abrasion characteristics and
provides excellent resilience for high
impact loads over a wide range of
ambient temperatures.

Part Number Description

# 330051 PK R oad  N ails 1/4" x 2" (64m m  x 51m m ) (Box/100)

# 330121 PK R oad  N ails 1/4" x 2  1/2" (64m m  x 64m m ) (B ox/100)

# 330014 Ardox N ails 1/8" x 2"   (Box/100)

Road Tube Nails
Parker-Kalon (PK) Masonry Nails are made of case hardened steel.
They are zinc coated for corrosion resistance and have a ribbed
exterior to ensure a solid anchoring.  PK Nails are for fastening of
road tube anchors, lane markers and other road surface mounted
devices.
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Road Tube Restraint Kit
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P a rt N u m b er D es c rip tio n

#  3 3 0 0 7 9 R oa d  Tub e  G rip  (E nd  C  - c la m p )

Part Number Description

# 330050 Road Tube Clamp (Center Plate Clamp)

P a rt N u m b e r D e s c rip tio n

#  5 0 0 0 9 7 R o a d  Tu b e  G rip  (W o v e n  C a b le )

P a rt N u m b e r D e s c r ip tio n

#  5 0 0 0 0 5 R o a d  Tu b e  G rip  (F ig u re  8 )
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End Plug
No tools are required to install this
handy thumbscrew End Plug.  It is a
real time saver, simply twist in by hand.
The end plug stays securely in place
and can be used in conjunction with an
End Clamp Anchor.

Figure-8
The Figure-8 Cable Grip is a cost saving road
tube end securing device.  Simply insert the
road tube through the loops of the Figure-8.

Woven Cable
The Woven Cable Grip is a highly reliable
road tube end securing device.  The weave
will increase its grip on the road tube with an
increase in pull.  It will not lose its grip and the
stainless steel cable is safe for vehicle tires.

End C-Clamp
The ‘C’ Clamp type anchor minimizes road
tube movement.  It is formed from galvanized
sheet metal.  Two masonry nails fasten the
clamp to the roadway and close the mouth to
anchor the road tube.

Center Plate Clamp
The Center Clamp Anchor is a versatile heavy
gauge steel clamp designed for end or center
anchoring.  It prevents center sagging in road
tube . There are three anchoring holes for
nailing to the roadway with masonry nails.

P art N u m b er D es c rip tio n

#  3 0 0 0 1 6 R oa d  Tu b e  E nd  P lug
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International Road Dynamics 

Inc. develops and maintains 

traffic management products 

and systems technology that 

make highways talk.  What are 

they saying? They are 
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solutions and 

custom-designed systems. 
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PU200
Piezo Installation Resin

PU200 is a two part resin (Polyurethane Resin and Polyurethane Hardener) 
developed for installing various types of sensors into the road, whether they 
are enclosed or are designed to go straight into the road. Approximately one 
resin kit is required for one 6 foot piezo film or cable sensor.

NOVEMBER 2007, REV C

FEATURES

• Non toxic/hazardous
• Winter & summer grades available - works in below freezing conditions
• Flexible, resists cracking with wear
• Adheres to most surfaces
• Quick curing time, traffic ready in approximately one hour
• One kit per six foot sensor
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PU200
Piezo Installation Resin
PU200 comes in two parts, one part resin and one part hardener. These 
two components are pre-measured in separate cans so there is no 
need for calculating a mix ratio. Once the site is prepared, simply mix 
the two parts for the specified time and the resin is ready. The resin 
pours smoothly into the prepared slot and self levels for an even finish. 
In approximately one hour the resin cures to a black finish and is traffic 
ready. To enable installations to be carried out all year round, a winter 
version (outside temperature below 40° F) and a summer version 
(outside temperature above 40° F) are available. The low heat reaction 
that is caused while mixing will not melt sensors or lead-in wire.

TECHNICAL DATA PU200
Combined Color:   Black
Density:  
 Resin:    1.86
 Hardener:   1.23
 Combined:   1.74
Viscosity:  
 Resin:    550-700 poise at 20°C to 25°C
 Hardener:   2-3 poise at 20°C to 25°C
 Combined:   400-500 poise at 20°C to 25°C
Pot Life:    8-15 min. at 15°C to 25°C (150g mass)
Set Time:    10-15 min. at 15°C to 25°C (150g mass)
Full Cure Time:   48 hours
Peak Exotherm:   60° C (150g mass)
Sure D Hardness (24 hours at room temperature):
 A:    75
 B:    70 after 5 seconds
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Weigh-in-Motion Systems for Bridge Protection and 
Bridge Traffic Data



Bridge Over-load Detec�on for Enforcement Agencies

Prevent damage to bridges from over-loaded vehicles using IRD’s WIM 
(Weigh-in-Mo�on) systems. WIM technology plays a vital role by monitoring 
truck weights in advance of bridges and on the structures themselves. This is 
especially the case for bridges that are under a load restric�on due to distress. 
Con�nual monitoring by enforcement agencies enables the rerou�ng of over-
weight vehicles before they can do damage to bridges that are compromised, 
or that were built to support lighter vehicles.

• Iden�fy over-weight vehicles approaching bridges

• Automated diversion of over-weight vehicles using message signs

• Photo capture of over-weight vehicles

• License plate number recogni�on

• Over-dimension and over-height detec�on integra�on

• Screening against safety databases

Traffic Data for Loading Assessment by Bridge Experts

WIM sensors installed in advance of the bridge or on the bridge deck provide 
valuable data to assist in es�ma�ng the opera�onal life of the bridge. 

• Assess loading on bridges

• Monitor changes in traffic over �me, including class and weight

• Discreetly collect unbiased data

• Con�nuous data collec�on (permanent installa�ons)

• Temporary studies (portable/temporary systems)

• Live load monitoring

• Calcula�on of road damage

• Calcula�on of ESAL

Weigh-in-Mo�on Systems for Bridge Protec�on and Bridge Traffic Data

More than 151,000 bridges 
or 24.9% were classified as 
either structurally deficient 
or functionally obsolete in 
the United States in 2012.

Source: 2013 ASCE Report Card

PROTECT YOUR BRIDGE INFRASTRUCTURE



Controller

IRD’s iSINC electronics is a WIM controller suitable for integra�ng license plate 
cameras, variable/changeable message signs, and other sensors. A modular 
design allows the iSINC to provide addi�onal func�onality, including roadside 
data collec�on with web access.

• Controller for all types of in-road WIM sensors

• Hardened electronics with lightning protec�on

• Integrates machine vision technologies

So'ware

IRD’s Weigh-in-Mo�on display and iAnalyze so_ware provide powerful data 
analysis and repor�ng capability.

iAnalyze is a so_ware program that facilitates management, analysis and 
report genera�on of traffic data, while the web-based WIM display so_ware 
allows you to monitor:

• Vehicles in real-�me and historical records search

• Axle loads and gross vehicle weight (GVW)

• Axle distances and vehicle lengths

• Number of axles

• License plate and USDOT number recogni�on

• Vehicles flagged for enforcement

Sensor Op�ons

IRD is the only company that provides interna�onal sales, installa�on, and 
service for a full range of weigh-in-mo�on sensors and scales, including Single 
Load Cell scales, IRD-PAT Bending Plate scales, Piezoelectric sensors, and 
Quartz sensors. IRD can advise on the best op�on for your applica�on, so 
that your needs are met for accuracy, traffic speeds, and expected service life. 
Depending on the sensor selected, and road surface thickness, WIM may be 
installed in the roadway ahead of the bridge or on the bridge deck itself.

Weigh-in-Mo�on Systems for Bridge Protec�on and Bridge Traffic Data

DIVERT OVER-LOADED VEHICLES
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International Road Dynamics Inc. (IRD) is a highway traffic management 
technology company specializing in supplying products and systems to the 
global Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) industry. IRD is a North American 
company with sales and service offices throughout Canada, the United States, 
Latin America, India and China.

With more than 30 years of experience, IRD is a multi-discipline company offering 
proprietary technologies that include automated truck weigh station systems, 
Virtual Weigh-In-Motion systems, advanced traffic control, management and 
data collection systems, automated toll road systems, and in-vehicle driver 
monitoring systems. The Company supports its products and solutions with 
long-term service and maintenance contracts.

IRD has installed its world-leading ITS solutions in countries around the globe, 
and currently has the world’s largest installed base of Weigh-In-Motion with a 
growing presence in other related ITS applications and markets.
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TRS Plus
Traffic Recording Systems
The TRS product line offers superior data collection capability and flexibility. The standard 
display is a 4-line by 20-character LCD. The 16 alphanumeric keys allow the user the option to 
program the unit without the use of a computer. Depending on the application, the unit can be 
packaged in a weatherproofed portable enclosure or rack mounted for permanent installation. 
The portable unit can be equipped with a solar panel as an option.

The TRS Plus is capable of real-time traffic monitoring. The TRS Plus continuously calculates 
and makes available Volume, Occupancy, and Speed (VOS) data. Historical data continues to 
be downloaded from the site without interrupting the VOS calculation process.

FEATURES
Up to 24 inputs• 
Compatible with tube, piezo, loop, contact • 
and environmental sensors
20-Character by 4-line display• 
Binned and event data• 
Real-time clock• 
Piezo Weigh-In-Motion• 
8 Lanes of Classification• 
2GB internal memory• 
2 RS232 serial ports (communications and • 
real-time ITS applications)
2 USB ports – for flash drive (take away • 
memory) and communications
Backwards Compatible• 
Flash upgradeable firmware• 
Bluetooth• ® wireless technology optional

SEPTEMBER 2011, REV. H

TRS Plus and Mini TRS Plus have 
been upgraded to include:

USB Ports• 

Flash upgradeable firmware• 

Expanded internal memory• 
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TRS Plus
Traffic Recording Systems
The TRS Plus can be operated via the integrated keypad and display or via a serial link with a computer or 
modem. Upon power up, the TRS is completely menu driven for ease of use in the field. To serve the special 
needs of many different users, the TRS options include: solar panel, expandable memory, environmental 
sensors and WIM.

TECHNICAL DATA

Enclosure:  Cast aluminum (powder coat); Sheet metal card cage (TRS)

Time periods:  1 to 60 minute intervals

Classification:  FHWA 15-category classification 
   or a user-set classification table

Data Storage:   2 GB standard, up to 16 GB 
   User-set memory rollover

Power:   Typically 45 days per charge; On/Off switch standard 
   Optional solar panel

Dimensions:   17.8 cm x 34.3 cm x 15.2 cm (7 in x 13.5 in x 6 in) 
 Mini:  22.9 cm x 17.8 cm x 12.7 cm (9 in x 7 in x 5 in) 
 Rack II:  48.3 cm card cage (19 in card cage)

TRS Weight:   Less than 15 lbs

TRS Mini Weight:  Less than 10 lbs

Display:  20-character by 4-line

Accuracy:   Self adjusting air switches 
   Meets or exceeds TMG and ASTM standards

Communications:  RS232 serial comms from 300 to 115 K baud, USB, optional Bluetooth®

TRS Rack IITRS Inputs
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TRS WIM Plus
Traffic Recording Systems
The TRS product line offers superior data collection capability and flexibility. The 
standard display is a 4-line by 20-character LCD. The 16 alphanumeric keys allow 
the user the option to program the unit without the use of a computer. Depending on 
the application, the unit can be packaged in a weatherproofed portable enclosure 
or rack mounted for permanent installation. The portable unit can be equipped with 
a solar panel as an option. Historical data can be downloaded from the site without 
interrupting the VOS calculation process.

FEATURES
Up to 24 inputs• 
Compatible with tube, piezo, loop, contact • 
and environmental sensors
20-Character by 4-line display• 
Binned and event data• 
Real-time clock• 
Piezo Weigh-In-Motion• 
8 Lanes of Classification• 
2GB internal memory• 
2 RS232 serial ports (communications and • 
real-time ITS applications)
2 USB ports – for flash drive (take away • 
memory) and communications
Backwards Compatible• 
Flash upgradeable firmware• 
Bluetooth• ® wireless technology optional

MAY 2012, REV. H

TRS Plus WIM classifiers have been 
upgraded to include:

USB Ports• 

Flash upgradeable firmware• 

Expanded internal memory• 
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TRS Plus
Traffic Recording Systems
The TRS Plus can be operated via the integrated keypad and display or via a serial link with a computer or 
modem. Upon power up, the TRS is completely menu driven for ease of use in the field. To serve the special 
needs of many different users, the TRS options include: solar panel, expandable memory, environmental 
sensors and WIM.

TECHNICAL DATA

Enclosure:  Cast aluminum (powder coat); Sheet metal card cage (TRS)

Time periods:  1 to 60 minute intervals

Classification:  FHWA 15-category classification 
   or a user-set classification table

Data Storage:   2 GB standard, up to 16 GB 
   User-set memory rollover

Power:   Typically 45 days per charge; On/Off switch standard 
   Optional solar panel

Dimensions:   17.8 cm x 34.3 cm x 15.2 cm (7 in x 13.5 in x 6 in) 
Mini:  22.9 cm x 17.8 cm x 12.7 cm (9 in x 7 in x 5 in) 
Rack II:  48.3 cm card cage (19 in card cage)

TRS Weight:   Less than 15 lbs

TRS Mini Weight:  Less than 10 lbs

Display:  20-character by 4-line

Accuracy:   Self adjusting air switches 
   Meets or exceeds TMG and ASTM standards

Communications:  RS232 serial comms from 300 to 115 K baud, USB, optional Bluetooth®

TRS Rack IITRS Inputs
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Mini TRS Plus
Traffic Counter/Classifier
Proven reliability makes the Mini TRS Plus an excellent choice for all your Road Tube 
studies. The Mini TRS Plus can be operated via the integrated keypad and display 
or via a serial link with a computer or modem. Upon power-up, the Mini TRS Plus 
is completely menu driven for ease of use in the field. The standard display is a 
4-line by 20-character LCD. The 16 alphanumeric keys allow the user the option to 
program the unit without the use of a computer. 

The Mini TRS Plus supports 15 FHWA classes or a user programmable classification 
table for greater classification flexibility. Data can be downloaded from the site 
without interrupting the data collection process.

MARCH 2011, REV A

The Mini TRS Plus has been 
upgraded to include:

USB ports• 

Flash upgradeable firmware• 

Expanded internal memory• 
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Mini TRS Plus
Traffic Counter/Classifier
The Mini TRS Plus is a durable, reliable, counter/classifier that is built for extended field use. The cast 
aluminum enclosure is weatherproof and provides excellent protection for the electronics and your data. The 
Mini TRS has a long-life battery, and is also available with a solar panel charger for performing longer-term 
studies without recharging.

Display and KeypadMini TRS Inputs

TECHNICAL DATA

Enclosure: Cast aluminum (powder coat) - Weatherproof and tamper proof case

Inputs: 4 road tube

Time periods: 1 to 60 minute intervals

Classification: FHWA 15-category classification 
or a user-set classification table

Data Storage: 2 GB standard, up to 16 GB 
 User-set memory rollover

Power:  Typically 45 days per charge; On/Off switch standard 
 Optional Solar Panel

Dimensions:  22.9 cm x 17.8 cm x 12.7 cm (9 in x 7 in x 5 in)

Weight:  Less than 10 lbs

Display: 20-character by 4-line

Accuracy:  Meets or exceeds TMG and ASTM standards

Communications:  RS232 serial comms from 1200 to 115 K baud, USB











Autoscope®

RTMS G4

The non-intrusive, radar-based Autoscope 

G4™ is an advanced sensor for the detection 

and measurement of traffic on roadways. It is 

all-weather accurate and virtually maintenance-

free. Best of all, G4 is renowned for long-term 

worry-free reliability.

The Autoscope G4 is a small roadside pole-

mounted radar, operating in the microwave 

band. Simultaneously, the sensor provides per-

lane presence as well as volume, occupancy, 

speed and classification information in up 

to 12 user-defined detection zones. Output 

information is provided to existing controllers 

via contact closure and to other computing 

systems by serial or IP communication port or 

by an optional radio modem. A single radar can 

replace multiple inductive loop detectors and the 

attendant controller.

The G4’s all-in-one concept combines a high 

resolution radar and a variety of communications 

options including wireless solutions all in a single 

enclosure. This sleek cabinet free detection 

station is simple to integrate into any system 

whether urban signal control or highway traffic 

management.

APPLICATIONS

 � Mid-block detection for intersections (advance detection)
 � Freeway traffic management and incident detection
 � Traveler information and journey time prediction
 � Ramp metering
 � Queue detection 
 � Work zone safety systems
 � Permanent and mobile traffic counting stations
 � Enforcement of speed violation
 � Loop replacement (single or dual loop emulation)

FEATURES

 � Supports up to 8 Autoscope G4 sensors
 � Provides presence indication and accurate measurements 

of volume, occupancy, speed and classification in up to 12 

separate zones (lanes) up to 76 meters (250 feet) away
 � Fully programmable to support multiple applications using 

simple intuitive software on a Notebook PC
 � True-presence: detects stationary and fast moving 

vehicles; single or dual loop emulation
 � Reliable all-weather performance
 � Low life-cycle cost with no routine maintenance 

procedures and high reliability. Typical MTBF – 13 years
 � Easy to calibrate by fast, automatic set-up wizard
 � User upgradeable and expandable

BENEFITS

 � Fast, safe installation, on existing road-side poles, with no 

traffic disruptions
 � Compatible with all RTMS integrated solutions including 

detection station, counting, urban traffic control, event 

reporting, data collection
 � Highly flexible: suitable for any road and pole type, with 

various built-in power and communications options, 

including contact pairs, TCP/IP and radio modems
 � Zero setback requirement means any pole is suitable
 � Low power requirement allows solar power operation
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Autoscope G4

SPECIFICATION

Average Coverage (Radar)

The G4 detection field of view covers the area 

defined by:
 � Elevation angle
 � 50 degrees
 � Azimuth
 � 12 degrees
 � Range
 � 0 to 76 m (0 to 250 ft)

Measurement Resolution

 � Detection zones

 up to 12 zones
 � Detection range (increment)

 0.4 m (1.3 ft)
 � Zone width

 2 to 7 m (7 - 20 ft)
 � Time events

 1.3 msec

Frequency Bands

 � K band, model G4 operates at high 

resolution in the 24 GHz band

Regulatory

 � FCC
 � CE EN 60215, EN 301 489-1, EN 301 489-3, 

EN 300 440-1, EN 300 440-2, EN61000-4-4
 � Canadian CSA C108.8 - M1983

Interface

 � Single MS type connector provides multiple 

options of power and output signals
 � Data: volume, occupancy, speed, gap or 

headway, six vehicle classes, 85th percentile
 � 8MB built-in memory for data collection
 � Optically isolated configurable RS232/RS-

485 port provides vehicle presence, per 

vehicle and statistical data
 � Bluetooth communication for setup, 

calibration and data access

Configuration Options

 � Base unit (as configured above)
 � Option 1: Base unit plus second serial port 

(RS-232/422)
 �  Option 2: Base unit plus DSS radio modem 

(900 MHz band)
 � Option 3: Base unit plus IP Camera with 

TCP/IP

*Note: All 3 options include 8 optically isolated 

output pairs rated for 100;mA and 350V for 

presence indication and speed

Mechanical

 � Unit is encased in a rugged, water-tight 

NEMA 4X IP-67 polycarbonate enclosure
 � Mounted on a universal bracket, enabling 

securing of unit to poles, tilting in both axes, 

and quick locking
 � Size

 21 x 21 x 16 cm (8 x 8 x 6 in)
 � Weight

 1.5 kg (3.5 lbs)

Power

 � Operates on 12 - 24 VAC or VDC

 3W max standard

 12W max with IP camera option
 � EN 61000-4-5

Maintainability

 � Ultra reliable: MTBF (mean time between 

failures) designed for 114,000 hours (13 

years)
 � Shop repairable and expandable
 � Self-test diagnostic software
 � 15 minute replacement time
 � Firmware field upgradable

Environmental Conditions

 � Temperature range
 � -40° to +74°C (-40° to 165°F)

 � Vibration
 � 0.5 g up to 300 Hz

 � Shock
 � 10 g 11 msec half sine wave

 � Wind
 � Up to 161 km/hr (100 mph)

 � IP 67 compliant

Warranty

 � Two-year warranty
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Autoscope® RTMS

Sx-300

The non-intrusive, radar-based Autoscope RTMS 

Sx-300 is an advanced sensor for the detection 

and measurement of traffic on roadways. It is 

all-weather accurate and virtually maintenance-

free. Best of all, Sx-300 is renowned for long-

term worry-free reliability.

The Autoscope RTMS Sx-300 is a small 

roadside pole-mounted radar, operating in the 

microwave band. Simultaneously, the sensor 

provides per-lane presence as well as volume, 

occupancy, speed and classification information 

in up to 12 user-defined detection zones. Output 

information is provided to existing controllers via 

contact closure and to other computing systems 

by serial or TCP/IP communication port. A 

single radar can replace multiple inductive loop 

detectors.

The Sx-300’s all-in-one concept combines a high 

resolution radar and a variety of communications 

options all in a single enclosure. This sleek 

cabinet free detection station is simple to 

integrate into any system whether urban signal 

control or highway traffic management.

BENEFITS

 � Fast, safe installation, on existing road-side poles, with no 

traffic disruptions
 � Compatible with all RTMS integrated solutions including 

detection station, counting, urban traffic control, event 

reporting, data collection
 � Highly flexible: suitable for any road and pole type, with 

various built-in communication options, including contact 

pairs and TCP/IP
 � Zero SetbackTM feature means any pole is suitable
 � Low power requirement allows low cost solar power 

operation

FEATURES

 � Provides presence indication and accurate measurements 

of volume, occupancy, speed and classification in up to 12 

separate zones (lanes) up to 76 meters (250 feet) away
 � Fully programmable to support multiple applications using 

simple intuitive software on a Notebook PC
 � True-presence: detects stationary and fast moving 

vehicles; single or dual loop emulation
 � Reliable all-weather performance
 � Low life-cycle cost with no routine maintenance 

procedures and high reliability. Typical MTBF – 10 years or 

90,000 hours
 � Easy to calibrate by fast, automatic set-up wizard

APPLICATIONS

 � Mid-block detection for intersections (advance detection)
 � Freeway traffic management and incident detection
 � Traveler information and journey time prediction
 � Ramp metering
 � Queue detection 
 � Work zone safety systems
 � Permanent and mobile traffic counting stations
 � Loop replacement (single or dual loop emulation)
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Autoscope RTMS Sx-300

SPECIFICATION

Average Coverage (Radar)

The Sx-300 detection field of view covers the 

area defined by:
 � Elevation angle

 50 degrees
 � Azimuth

 12 degrees
 � Range

 0 to 76 m (0 to 250 ft)

Measurement Resolution

 � Detection zones

 up to 12 zones
 � Detection range (increment)

 0.4 m (1.3 ft)
 � Zone width

 2 to 7 m (7 - 20 ft)
 � Time events

 1.3 msec

Frequency Bands

 � K band, model Sx-300 operates at high 

resolution in the 24 GHz band

Regulatory

 � FCC
 � CE EN 60215, EN 301 489-1, EN 301 489-3, 

EN 300 440-1, EN 300 440-2, EN61000-4-4
 � Canadian CSA C108.8 - M1983

Interface

 � Single MS type connector provides 

communications and output signals
 � Data: volume, occupancy, speed, gap or 

headway, six vehicle classes, 85th percentile
 � 8MB built-in memory for data storage
 � Isolated configurable RS232/RS-485 port 

provides vehicle presence, per vehicle and 

statistical data
 � Bluetooth communication for setup, 

calibration and data access

Configuration Options

 � Base unit (as configured above)
 � Option 1: Base unit plus second serial port 

(RS-232/422)
 � Option 2: Base unit plus TCP/IP

*Note: Option 1 includes 8 optically isolated 

output pairs rated for 100mA and 350V for 

presence indication and speed

Mechanical

 � Unit is encased in a rugged, water-tight 

NEMA 4X & IP-67 polycarbonate enclosure
 � Universal mounting bracket mountable on 

any structure.  Tilts on three axes and is 

lockable.
 � Size

 21 x 21 x 16 cm (8 x 8 x 6 in)
 � Weight

 1.5 kg (3.5 lbs)

Power

 � Operates on 12 - 24 VAC or VDC

 3.6W max standard

 12W max with IP camera option
 � EN 61000-4-5

Maintainability

 � Ultra reliable: MTBF (mean time between 

failures) designed for 90,000 hours (10 years)
 � Self-test diagnostic software
 � Quick replacement
 � Firmware field upgradable

Environmental Conditions

 � Temperature range

 -40° to +74°C (-40° to 165°F)
 � NEMA TS2: 2003
 � Wind

 Up to 190 km/hr (120 mph)
 � IP 67 compliant

Warranty

 � Five-year warranty (*)

(*) with the purchase of an ISS interface 

panel.  2 year standard warranty otherwise.
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International Road Dynamics 

Inc. develops and maintains 

traffic management products 

and systems technology that 

make highways talk.  What are 

they saying? They are 

providing information that 

roadway administrators need to 

manage traffic, preserve 

infrastructure and provide 

safety warnings to drivers. 

IRD’s multi-discipline, 

innovative and 

customer-focused team is 

expert in advanced 

technologies, advanced traffic 

solutions and 

custom-designed systems.

•  MANAGEMENT 

•  SAFETY 

•  PRESERVATION 
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Traffic ACE 
Traffic Counting Equipment 
The TRAFFIC A.C.E. (Automatic Counting Equipment) has been designed to 
make traffic data collection easier than ever. The housing has been specially 
designed to allow for up to four inputs of a variety of sensors. The standard 
display is a sixteen-character LCD which allows the user to view all four 
channels of data without the use of an external display. When time is of 
concern, simply place a magnet near the front of the unit to view count data 
without opening the lid!  

FEATURES

• 1 to 4 inputs

• Tube, loop, piezo and contact closure

• 16 Character LCD

• Programmable stop timer

• Easy to use two button programming

• Stores over 30 days of data

• Optional speed and FHWA classification

Traffic ACE
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TRAFFIC ACE 

Data Collection
After data is collected by the Traffic ACE, data can be 
retrieved using several methods. Totals can be viewed 
and hand copied from the display or the data can be 
extracted from the RS232 via computer, Palm Pilot™ or 
a Data Module. After the data is collected from the 
Traffic ACE, it can be brought back to the office for 
extensive editing, reporting and storage via the Road 
Reporter software program. The processing software is 
compatible with many existing traffic counters.

Technical Data Traffic ACE

• Enclosure:   Cast aluminum (optional powder
   coat); Stainless steel

• Stop times:   1 to 10 days or continuous

• Data Storage:  E2 prom

• Capacity:   30 Days

• Temperature:  -40 °C to +65 °C
   (-40 °F to +160 °F)

• Dimensions:  22.9 cm x 17.8 cm x 12.7 cm
   (9 in x 7 in x 5 in)

   Mini:    13.9 cm x 11.2 cm x 6.6 cm
   (5.5 in x 4.4 in x 2.6 in)

• Weight:   Less than 3.5kg (Less than 8 lbs)

• Display:   16 Character LCD

• Accuracy:   Meets or exceeds TMG and ASTM
   standards
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International Road Dynamics 

Inc. develops and maintains 

traffic management products 

and systems technology that 

make highways talk.  What are 

they saying? They are 

providing information that 

roadway administrators need to 

manage traffic, preserve 

infrastructure and provide 

safety warnings to drivers. 

IRD’s multi-discipline, 

innovative and 

customer-focused team is 

expert in advanced 

technologies, advanced traffic 

solutions and 

custom-designed systems. 

•  MANAGEMENT 

•  SAFETY 

•  PRESERVATION 
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TMS-SA
Portable Traffic Counter/Classifier
The TMS-SA is a portable and non-intrusive traffic counter/classifier adapted to 
urban and residential areas. Using a Doppler radar, the TMS-SA counts vehicles, 
measures speed, and classifies up to four length categories. The TMS-SA provides 
safe and quick installation, discreet data collection, and all-weather operation. The 
simple and complete software allows the user to set-up the radar, download and 
easily process the traffic data.

SEPTEMBER 2015, REV C

• Easy-to-use (self adjustment)

• 3 weeks autonomy

• Set-up without opening the unit

• Weatherproof case

• No road tube or sensors required

• Data analysis software included

Why the TMS-SA?

Easy to install
• special bracket and motorized antenna provide 

self-adjustment and short installation time

Comprehensive traffic data
• volume – speed – classification
• time stamped to 1/100th of a second
• 1 or 2 lanes in opposite directions
• vehicle by vehicle data
• extensive easy-to-use software
• full data analysis package
• able to export to Excel, FIME, etc.

Useful and flexible
• 3 weeks autonomy, rechargeable batteries
• extended installation height settings 

(from 1 to 8 meters)
• wireless communication (Bluetooth) for 

parameters setting and data collection from 
your vehicle

Non-intrusive
• determine peak times for speed violations
• collect data without affecting driver behavior
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TMS-SA
Easy-to-use Software
• Set up speed categories

• Classify by length

• Graphing Capability

• Export data and graphs to Microsoft Office

Speed range 6-158 mph (10-255 km/h)

Size 9.7" x  10.7" x 9.1" (245 x 270 x 230 mm) 
mounting system included

Weight 14.8 lbs (6.7 kg)

Environmental protection IP64

Mounting system 4 points on the rear face for any type of brackets

Operating Temperature -22°F / 140°F (-30°C / +60°C)

Power supply Battery provided 6V/12AH

Autonomy 3 weeks

Radar frequency 24.125 Ghz

Communication set-up Bluetooth

Memory Up to 1 million vehicles

Software

  Operating System Windows XP or higher, min. 512 MB

  Disk Space 50 Mb

Accuracy
(Subject to appropriate installation conditions)

Speed: < 60 mph : ± 2 mph / > 60 mph : ± 3%
 < 100 km/h : ± 3 km/h / > 100 km/h: ± 3%

 Classification: ± 10% (max. 4 length classes)

Counting: ± 3%

* The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such trademarks by 
  International Road Dynamics Inc. is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

Technical Features
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HTMS
(Highway Traffic Management System)

The Highway Traffic Management System (HTMS) integrates multiple 
technologies to improve the flow of vehicle traffic and improve safety. Real-
time traffic data from a traffic detection system flows into a Traffic Control 
Center (TCC) where it is integrated and processed and may result in actions 
(e.g. traffic routing, VMS messages) with the goal of improving traffic flow and 
minimizing losses.

IRD’s Highway Traffic Management System provides an innovative solution by 
utilizing state-of-the-art system technologies and proven field equipment. IRD’s 
HTMS system consists of a Traffic Control Center and a combination of various 
complementary technologies to meet highway operational requirements:

HTMS complementry technologies include:

1. Automatic Vehicle Classification and Counting (AVCC)

2. Incident Detection (Speed, Crash detection) (IDS)

3. Closed Circuit Television Surveillance (CCTV)

4. Meteorology Data Station (MDS)

5. Emergency Call Box (ECB)

6. Variable Message (VMS)

7. Toll Collection (TCS) 

OCTOBER  2011, REV A



Traffic Control Center provides:
Live map view of roads and traffic• 

Centralized database to log traffic data, event/incident and • 
actions

Management and control reports for highway operations• 

Traffic and incident data analysis and reports• 

Co-ordination of event/incident response• 

Remote monitoring, troubleshooting and control for all • 
subsystems and field equipment

Export and sharing of traffic data to external agencies• 

Communications and networking• 

HTMS field equipment includes:
Vehicle detectors and classifiers• 

Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) sensors• 

Speed detectors (radar, video, loops)• 

Collision sensors, readers• 

CCTV cameras• 

Weather and visibility detectors• 

ECB (Emergency Call Box)• 

VMS (Variable Message Signs)• 

HTMS System Architecture
Each subsystem has its own server and processing system. The Central system will perform management, 
data analysis, monitoring, remote troubleshooting and control of all subsystems.

Notes:

The selection of field equipment is subject to specific project requirements, e.g. vehicle counter and classifier • 
can either be based on conventional loop, piezoelectric, or non-intrusive detector.

Subsystems servers can be virtualized in order to save cost and space• 

Storage capacity is subject to traffic record and video retention requirement•  

How does IRD’s HTMS work?
Step 1: Field equipment detects vehicle and road information and sends to a subsystem; vehicle record and 

event/incident data is processed by individual subsystems and forwarded to a central system.

Step 2: The event/incident is immediately handled and responded to in accordance with operational rules. 
Traffic data is stored for further analysis and reporting; videos are saved in a DVR for retrieval with 
video and/or voice record. When an event/incident occurs, the HTMS logs the type, location, date 
and time of the event/incident associated with the video and/or voice record.

Step 3: Traveller guidance information is distributed by VMS (Variable Message Sign),SMS, or radio 
broadcasting for traffic incident alerting and traffic rerouting.

Event/Incident
Events occurring at the highway can be divided into “Planned” and “Unplanned”:

“Planned events” are events for which there is prior knowledge such as roadwork/construction events, • 
meeting, sports and concert events or any other event that may impact traffic conditions. HTMS provides a 
pre-programmed plan for planned events to avoid traffic jams and maximize the usability of the highway.



“Unplanned events/incidents” are those events/incidents for which there is no prior knowledge, such as • 
traffic accidents, traffic jam events and weather events.

Unplanned events/incidents can be detected by:
Incident detection subsystem: Reports traffic incident by detecting vehicle speed or by video incident • 
detectors.

Emergency Call Box: Report incident by the driver who is personally involved in an incident or witnessing • 
incidents.

Closed Circuit Television: Report incident by the operator at the Control Centre who is monitoring the CCTV • 
surveillance videos.

Meteorological Data Station : Detect and report severe weather events to the HTMS.• 

All events reported to the HTMS will generate a response consisting of an advisory response by the operator, 
Variable Message Sign (VMS) guidance, and/or external agencies response.
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Data flow chart of the HTMS system is illustrated as below:

Figure 2 – HTMS data flow chart



FleetSphere, transportation and asset  solutions 
tailored to your needs ensuring effective 
management and operation of vehicle fleets.

A simple and
efficient solution...
��Powerful software suite to:

 Dynamically manage the fleet, trips and locations, directly on the web

 Manage the operating costs of your vehicles and plan maintenance

 Receive alerts on mobile phones and/or by email

 Receive your important reports by email, at the desired frequency

 Manage activities by geolocalized sites

 Interface easily to existing mission-critical systems

��Open architecture (all electrical and electronic components can be 

monitored)

��Shared communication with other on-board equipment

Monitoring Center

Slightly more efficient... 

��Certified solution by the Quebec 
Ministry of Transportation for more than 
6 years

��Driver Authentication

��Better control of fuel consumption 
(environmental impact)

��Automatic data retrieval in real time 
(cellular or satellite)

��Data is stored in a centralized 
database, secured and accessible to 
all authorized personnel

��Communication between the telemetry 
unit and a GARMIN navigation module

��Helps reduce greenhouse gas emission

... even more efficient! 

��Powerful tool for decision support

��Better quality control and operations 
improvement

��Proactive monitoring of vehicular 
fleets in real time to optimize the 
management of material and human 
resources

��Real-time tracking of vehicles for 
all stakeholders to make informed 
decisions more quickly

�� Significant reduction of time spent on 
resource allocation

��Significant reduction in fuel and 
maintenance costs

GARMIN navigation unit

Average economies and reductions 
that can be obtained:

Mileage reduction 6.5%

Total revenue increase 31.1%

Fuel consumption reduction 12.7%

Maintenance cost reduction 12.6%

Accident reduction 15.8%

For more

information:
International Road Dynamics Inc.  
702-43rd Street East Saskatoon, SK. Canada S7K 3T9
Toll Free: 1.888.473.8669 (North America) 
540.955.9051
www.irdinc.com
ivs.info@irdinc.com
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Winter fleet management solutions 

�� Interface all available components installed on a snowplow (including plow blades, spreader, blast, pre-wet, 
anti-icing) and know their status in real time.

�� Locate snowplows in real time.

��Manage melting, abrasive and anti-icing materials.

��Monitor the locations where the snowplow vehicles are actively plowing in real time.

��Monitor in real time the locations where the snowplow vehicles are spreading, the material being spread, and 
spread rates being applied.  This gives you the ability to manage the spreading and plowing work being 
done on an entire road network.

��Monitor ground and ambient temperatures and humidity. 

Extension modules are available to help you manage plowing and spreading activities.  Also, active and passive tracking of your vehicles are 
available through the use of a mapping extension.

Currently, our solution can interface with the following spreader controllers: Dickey-John, RexRoth (Bosch), Epoke.

Using all
communications
devices

FLEETSPHERE
Vehicle Fleet Management and Operation
produced by CDWare Technologies

TM

WORLD Renown Solutions

FLEETSPHERE
TM/MC
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SOS
Emergency Call Box

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Network compatible•
Audible in noisy environments (i.e. roadside, mining)•
Filters background noise•
Compatible with the powerful PAT Traffic control center•
Solar power option for applications in remote areas•
Weather resistant (stainless steel cover)•
CE & FCC compliant•

The SOS Emergency Call Box is specially designed for adverse environments. 
The rugged, weatherproof metal housing, high-power amplifier, and low power 
consumption make it ideal for handling emergency calls from the side of the 
highway or in mining areas. 

SEP 2012, REV A
PRINTED IN CANADA

whencommunicationiscritical
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SOS Emergency Call Box
Technical Details

IP rating IP66

Front panel Stainless steel cover

IK rating IK10

Internal speaker amplifier 10W class D

Microphone technology Digital (MEMS)

Echo cancellation YES

Noise cancelling (static) YES

Web browser configuration YES

Software configuration YES

General Purpose I/O 6  (configurable)

Ethernet 10Base-T/100Base-TX RJ45 YES

Power Option PoE or external supply

Operating temperature -25°C to 70°C (-13°F to 158°F)

Relative humidity 0% - 95%

Weight 800g (1.73 lb.)

Dimensions 180 x 120 x 70 mm (7.1 in. x 4.7 in. x 2.75 in.)

IPv4 (w. DiffServ) YES

TCP YES

UDP YES

HTTPS YES

TFTP YES

RTP YES

DHCP YES

SNMP NTP YES

G.711 �-Law encoding YES

Remote upgrade YES

Power requirements (V/full power/standby) (16-48 DC)/12W/1.8W

Full duplex communication YES

SIP phone YES

Asterisk protocol YES

CE & FCC part. 15 (EMC) YES

IEC/ EN 60945 YES

IEC/ EN 61000-6 YES

IEC/ EN 50155 YES

IEC/ EN 50486 YES

Specifications

IP Protocols:

Compliances:
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Emergency Vehicle Management

FLEETSPHERE
Vehicle Fleet Management and Operation
produced by CDWare Technologies

TM

WORLD Renown Solutions

Our solution for emergency vehicles records at minimum: 

Chronologically continuous recording of location, heading, speed, 
RPM, driving time, idling time, stop time, distance, harsh accelerations, 
decelerations, braking, usage of flashers, emergency lights and siren. 

An easy to use solution that offers more... 
� Second by second reading and interpretation of all of your vehicle

operational data, including GPS location

� Automatic real-time (cellular or satellite) data transfer from the
vehicle, and or deferred transfer (wi-fi) when the vehicle returns to its
station

� Better control of fuel consumption (environmental impact)

� Data is stored in a secured central database, accessible to your
authorized employees

� Powerful software suite that gives you the ability to:

 Manage fleet, trips and locations over the internet

 Manage driving anomalies (or exceptions)

 Manage your vehicle costs, and plan preventative
maintenance

 Receive alerts by cell and/or by email

 Receive your important reports by email, at the frequency you
want them

 Interface to existing CAD systems

� Proactive supervision of the ambulance fleet, in real time, resulting
in optimized management of material and human resources
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FLEETSPHERE
Vehicle Fleet Management and Operation
produced by CDWare Technologies

TM

Emergency Vehicle Management

FLEETSPHERE
TM/MC

Advantages
� Dynamic management of ambulance fleet

� Better quality control and operations improvement

� Real-time tracking of all ambulances to help you make
faster decisions

� Reduction in time required for call dispatch

� Enables management to concentrate on decision-making
aspects using real-time data, which ensures increased
economy and product

� Efficient tool for the dispatch center to supervise emergency
vehicles

� Reduced waiting time

� Improvement of quality and efficiency of services to city
and rural areas

Monitoring Center



Wave length of  
light beam:   9400 A 

Detection range:   110 feet, about 75 feet in 
  falling snow

Power:   Four internal “D” alkaline flashlight batteries,  
 accessible with keyed compartment lock. May  
 be operated on lithium cold weather batteries  
 to -40˚F

Case:   Cast aluminum, water tight  
  construction for electronics

Counter:   6 digit LCD display, one line

Time Interval 
count available:    Grand Total plus 512 intervals. Interval length  
 choices: 15 minute, 1 hour, 6 hours, 12 days, 
 1 day, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 14, and 30 days

Dimensions,  
scanner housing:  10" x 3" x 7" (25.5cm x 7.5cm x 18cm)
 waterproof divider between battery compartment  
 and electronics 

Shipping weight:   8 lbs. (3.6kg)

Unattended
operating period:  1 year plus 

#TTC-4420

Millennium
Trail Counter
with optional
time interval count

TRAIL COUNTERS

For photographic purposes, the counter has been mounted to 
be visible. Normally the counter would be hidden by the tree. 

Specifications:

The new Millennium Trail Traffic Counter is a portable, battery
powered instrument for counting trail traffic in remote areas.

 The Trail Traffic Counter was  redesigned and upgraded to
operate on 4 “D” cell flashlight batteries for 12-15 months.
 The new Trail Counter uses a light-weight, waterproof aluminum 
housing which is visually identical to the old counter. However, the 
Bulley external battery box has been eliminated. The counter is 
designed to bolt to the backside of a tree and is easy to conceal and 
install. Basically, the instrument consists of a scanner and a reflector. 
The cast aluminum housing contains the electronics, the optics, a six 
digit liquid crystal display, a sonic device to aid in beam alignment 
and provision for the four “D” cell batteries in a lockable battery 
compartment.
 In operation, the scanner is mounted on one side of the trail 
and the reflector on the other as shown in the sketch. The scanner 
and reflector can be separated up to 110 feet.
 To prevent detection by hikers, which may result in vandalism or 
tampering, the scanner housing has been designed to be as small 
as possible and is finished in dull camouflage. The infrared beam is 
not visible to the naked eye, and the counter makes no noise. The 
counter has been designed so it cannot be tripped by falling leaves, 
walking sticks swung by hikers or other small objects, and so that it 
will not register more than one count for long objects like horses, 
canoes and cycles.
 The 110' range obtained with the Trail Traffic Counter gives 
fieldmen the opportunity to use natural camouflage.
 The TTC-4420 can be purchased with optional time interval data 
recording ability. The unit keeps grand total and up to 512 interval 
records. Record Interval choices are 15 minutes, 1 hour, 6 hours, 
1 day, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 14, and 30 days.

• No external batteries
• One year plus battery life

• Full one year warranty

 

Call Toll Free:
1-877-747-3487

e-mail: info@irdinc.com    website: www.irdinc.com
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990 PEOPLE COUNTER
Accurately Detect and Count People

The 990 People Counter accurately detects and counts people at 
specif ic points such as doorways and entranceways. The 990 can 
be used both indoors and outdoors and has a buil t  in on/off  t ime 
delay to minimize the chance of mult iple counts. To reset the count 
simply touch the housing with a magnet supplied with the sensor. 

Applications
• Indoors: Doorways & Entranceways

• Outdoors: Bike Paths, Parks & Fair Grounds

• Malls & Shopping Centers

• Visitor Centers & Welcome Centers

• School Campus & Universit ies

• Stadiums & Sporting Arenas

• Convention Centers

• Casinos
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990 PEOPLE COUNTER

The 990 people counter has a visible retroreflective beam that has a range of 30 feet. The visible reflective beam 
reduces the potential for false signals from highly reflective objects such as jogging suits, bicycle reflectors 
and personnel reflectors. The unit has a built-in 1/10 second on/off delay to help prevent multiple counts.

TECHNICAL DATA
Supply Voltage:   Universal Ranges of 10 to 250V AC or 12 to 115V DC
Optional Battery:  12VDC Battery & Weather Proof Case 
Current Draw:   20ma
Dimensions:   2.5” (63.5mm) High X 1.5” (37mm) Wide X 2” (50mm) Deep
Photo Beam Range:  Up to 30 feet
Memory Backup:  Hold Counts for 100 hours 
Construction:   Reinforced black Valox® housing, totally encapsulated circuitry, molded o-ring  
    sealed lense and stainless steel hardware. Meets NEMA 1, 2, 3, 3R, 4, 4X, 12 and 13
Operating Temp Device: -4° F to +158° F (-20°C to +70°C)
Operating Temp Display: 32°F to +122° F (0°C to +50°C)
Mounting:   Universal Mounting Bracket Included 
Reflector:   Corner Cube Reflector included
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People Counter
Unidirectional people counter
IRD’s unidirectional people counter offers simple installation, long battery 
life, and an opening capability of up to 10 m or 33 ft. The transmitter sends 
an infrared beam to the receiver. When this infrared beam is interrupted 
by a person the receiver detects this and will increase the count value on 
the display. Our counters are made to count people. Hands and fingers 
crossing the beam are not counted. On the unidirectional display counter no 
distinction is made between in-and outgoing people.

JUNE, 2015 REV A

APPLICATIONS
• Entrance counts

• Daily counts

• Openings up to 10 m/33 ft

FEATURES
• Cost-effective

• Easy installation

• Long battery life

• Counter works through glass

• Can be mounted on (AM) shoplifting systems

PTx10-1 & PRx10WD1- Display Unidirectional 
People Counter
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People Counter
Specifications:

Mechanical

Dimensions 116.4 x 68.6 x 22.3 mm
4.58 x 2.70 x 0.88 in

Material ABS black

Electrical

Power supply 2 x 1.5V AA

Power consumption approximately 60 uA

Battery life up to 4 years

Data

Maximum count value 999999 In & 999999 Out (Display)

Wireless and USB counter data can be exported to SensorServer

Delivered content:

Transmitter

Receiver

Magnet

Screwdriver

2 x Mounting plate

4 x 1.5v AA Battery

Quick installation guide

People Counter Models:

Features Transmitter Receiver
Display/Wireless/Unidirectional PTx10-1 PRx10WD1

Wireless/Unidirectional PTx10-1 PRx10W1

Display/Unidirectional PTx10-1 PRx10D1

USB/Unidirectional PTx10-1 PRx10U2

Display/USB/Unidirectional PTx10-1 PRx10UD2

PTx10-1 & PRx10U2 - USB Model

PTx10-1 & PRx10W1 - Wireless Model

Outdoor Enclosure (Available Separately)
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DAW 300 Bluetooth®

Mobile Weighing System
The DAW 300 Bluetooth® is a portable Weigh-In-Motion System with wireless technology. 
The weighing system can be installed on any level area within minutes. The rated 
weighing capacity is up to 20 tonnes (44,000 lbs) per axle and can weigh vehicles 
at speeds up to 10 kph (6 mph). Measured loads are sent wirelessly via Bluetooth® 
wireless technology to a laptop to be displayed on the screen. Limits for single 
axles, axle groups and total weight are programmable. Overweights are displayed 
when pre-programmed weight limits are exceeded. Weighpads are powered by a 
Lithium-Ion battery pack that provides 12 to 15 hours of continuous operation. Full 
recharging time is 3.5 hours and a smart charger is included with each weighpad.

AUGUST, 2011  REV H
PRINTED IN CANADA

Features
• Wireless

• Ramp or shallow-pit installation

• Portable or permanent weighing 
plates

• Automatic operation available

• Display all violations

• Printouts: gross weight, axle loads, 
group loads, limits and overloads

• Bluetooth® wireless technology 
upgrade available for existing units

• Optional electronics with touchscreen 
PC, high-speed thermal printer, 
inductive loop inputs, and outputs for 
controlling signals

Notebook Computer w. Bluetooth used as Controller

Optional DAW 300 Electronics:
Touchscreen PC & Panel Printer in Shock-tested Case

DAW 300 weighpad
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DAW 300 Bluetooth®

Specifications
DAW Portable Weighing Plates
The dynamic weighing plates consist of a high-strength thin steel plate. Wire strain gauges are used for measuring the 
load. The entire weighpad is covered with hot vulcanized neoprene rubber. The weighing plate has handles on either end 
and the handle opposite to the Bluetooth® antenna is equipped with rollers for easy movement. For temporary installations 
the weigh plates can be placed on level ground with approach and departure ramps. For best accuracy the weigh plates 
can be installed in shallow pits so that their surfaces are flush with the roadway. 

TECHNICAL DATA 
Bending Plate 
 Size:  125 cm x 50.8 cm x 2.8 cm
  50 in x 20 in x 1.1in

 Weight:  71.5 kg
  158 lbs

 Temp:  -20° C to 70° C
  -4° F to 158° F

Weight Per Axle:  Up to 20,000 kg
  (Up to 44,000 lbs)

Speed Range - recommended speeds for best accuracy
 Ramp Installation: 1 to 6 kph
  0.5 to 4 mph

 Pit Installation: 1 to 10 kph
  0.5 to 6 mph

Accuracy  
 Dynamic: ±3% at recommended speeds

Wireless Distance
Bluetooth®:  30 m (99 ft); up to 100 m (328 ft) with extended 

  range antenna

DAW 300 Electronics (Optional)
 Temperature:  0° C to 50° C (32° F to 122° F)

 Power: 12 v. DC Battery 
  60 amp/hour battery provides 12-15 hours use.

 Computer: Intel Atom, Touchscreen

 Outputs: Relay outputs (2) for signals

 Inputs: Digital inputs (2) for inductive loops

 Printer: Thermal Printer

 Case: Black or Safety Orange, Shock-tested

Ramp Installation

Pit Installation

Optional Safety Orange Case

* The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such trademarks by 
  International Road Dynamics Inc. is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

Optional Safety Orange Case
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People Counter
Bidirectional people counter
IRD’s bidirectional people counter offers simple installation, long battery 
life, and an opening capability of up to 8 m or 26 ft. The transmitter sends 
an infrared beam to the receiver. When this infrared beam is interrupted by 
a person the receiver detects this and will increase the count value on the 
display. Our counters are made to count people. Hands and fingers crossing 
the beam are not counted. On the bidirectional display counter, both in and 
out-going counts are alternately visible on the display.

JANUARY, 2015 REV A

APPLICATIONS
• Entrance counts

• Daily counts

• Openings up to 8 m/26 ft

FEATURES
• Cost-effective

• Easy installation

• Long battery life

• Counter works through glass

• Count value for both directions

• Can be mounted on (AM) shoplifting systems

PTx20-1 & PRx20WD1- Wireless, Display 
Bidirectional People Counter
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People Counter
Specifications:

Mechanical

Dimensions 116.4 x 68.6 x 22.3 mm
4.58 x 2.70 x 0.88 in

Material ABS black

Electrical

Power supply 2 x 1.5V AA

Power consumption approximately 120 uA

Battery life up to 1 year

Data

Maximum count value 999999 In & 999999 Out (Display)

Wireless and USB counter data can be exported to SensorServer

Delivered content:

Transmitter

Receiver

Magnet

Screwdriver

2 x Mounting plate

4 x 1.5v AA Battery

Quick installation guide

People Counter Models:

Features Transmitter Receiver
Display/Wireless/Bidirectional PTx20-1 PRx20WD1

Wireless/Bidirectional PTx20-1 PRx20W1

Display/Bidirectional PTx20-1 PRx20D1

USB/Bidirectional PTx20-1 PRx20U2

Display/USB/Bidirectional PTx20-1 PRx20UD2

PTx20-1 & PRx20U2 - USB Model

PTx20-1 & PRx20W1 - Wireless Model

Outdoor Enclosure (Available Separately)
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micro People Counter
The micro People Counter sensor, with dimensions of only 85 x 53 x 16 mm 
(3.35 x 2.09 x 0.63 in), is IRD’s smallest People Counter. The micro People 
Counter offers users simple installation, long battery life, and standard wide 
opening capability of up to 5 m or 16 ft.

It has a battery life of up to 1 year on a single coin battery. The People 
Counter sensor has a side fire beam, which means it will be installed flat 
on the wall or door frame. The display can be read easily and resetting 
the counter to zero is done easily. This People Counter is very useful for 
generating daily count values. Counts can be read manually and 
noted daily. The wireless model can send data to SensorServer.

JUNE, 2015 REV A

APPLICATIONS
• Entrance counts

• Daily counts

• Openings up to 5 m/16 ft

FEATURES
• Easy installation

• Side fire, very small, discrete

• Battery lifetime up to one year

• Clear display, easy to reset

• Uni-directional (not direction sensitive)

• The count values are read daily and can be accessed directly

PTx11-1 & PRx11D1- Display Unidirectional micro People Counter
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micro People Counter

Specifications:

Mechanical

Dimensions 85 x 53 x 16 mm
3.35 x 2.09 x 0.63 in

Material PMMA black

Electrical

Power supply 1 x 3 V CR2450 Battery

Power consumption approximately 60 uA

Battery life up to 1 year

Maximum counting distance up to 5 m / 16 feet (unobstructed)

Delivered content:

Transmitter

Receiver

Magnet

2 x 2-Sided Foam Mounting Tape

2 x 3V CR2450 Battery

Quick installation guide

micro People Counter Models:

Features Transmitter Receiver
Display/Unidirectional PTx11-1 PRx11D1

Wireless/Unidirectional PTx11-1 PRx11W1

PTx11-1 & PRx11W1 - Wireless Model
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SAW Series I
Portable Wheel Load Weighers
FEATURES

• NTEP evaluated and approved - complies with the latest requirements of NIST 
Handbook 44

• Accurate enforcement weighing for Federal, State, Provincial and Local Agencies 
for preservation of infrastructure

• Reliable weighing in commercial and industrial applications

• Low profile provides easy vehicle access, thus reducing delays

• Lightweight and rugged design for long term use

• Entire unit (weighpad, electronics and handle) can be run over by a normal truck 
tire without damage

• Hermetically sealed strain gauges provide consistent accuracy

• Corrosion resistant weighpad easily handles dual tires

• Electronic digital display easily seen from a standing position ensures error free 
weight recordings

• Powered by long life rechargeable batteries

• Automatic zero control

• Capability for total axle load to be read on either side of vehicle (optional use)

SEP 2010, REV E
PRINTED IN CANADA

SAW 10 A Portable Wheel Load Weigher

SAW 10 C Portable Wheel Load Weigher
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SAW Series I Wheel Load Weighers
Technical Data

Model SAW
10A

SAW
10C

Weighing Range 0 to 20,000 lbs
(0 to 10,000 kg)

0 to 20,000 lbs
(0 to 10,000 kg)

Active
Weighing Surface

(width x length in traffic 
direction)

15.8” x 15”
(400 mm x 382 mm)

22” x 15”
(560 mm x 382 mm)

Dimensions
(length x width x height)

28.75” x 20” x 1.3”
(730 mm x 508 mm x 33 mm)

With optional heavy duty base – 
1.6” (40.5 mm) height

31.7” x 20” x 1.1”
(805 mm x 508 mm x 29 mm)

With optional heavy duty base – 
1.5” (38 mm) height

Weight 40 lbs (18.2 kgs) 49.6 lbs (22.5 kgs)

Digital Graduation Value 50 lbs/50 kgs
(Other resolutions available)

50 lbs/50 kgs
(Other resolutions available)

Accuracy
NIST Handbook 44

±50 lbs (from 0 to 2,500 lbs)
±100 lbs (from 2,500 to 10,000 

lbs)
±150 lbs (from 10,000 to 20,000 

lbs)

±50 lbs (from 0 to 2,500 lbs)
±100 lbs (from 2,500 to 10,000 

lbs)
±150 lbs (from 10,000 to 20,000 

lbs)

Certified 
Temperature Range

-10 °C/+40 °C
(14 °F/104 °F)

-10 °C/+40 °C 
(14 °F/104 °F)

Power Supply 
AA Batteries 1.5V

6 AA Batteries
Approximate Capacity – 10 

hours/1000 weighings

6 AA Batteries
Approximate Capacity – 10 

hours/1000 weighings

SPECIFICATIONS

SAW 10A SAW 10C
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Sensor Gateway
People Counter Network Gateway
Sensor Network Gateway with Ethernet connection

The Sensor Network Gateway provides the connection between the People Counter 
Sensors and a SensorServer which could be installed anywhere in the world. Up to 
10 wireless sensor devices can be linked to a single Gateway. The sensor data is 
sent wirelessly to the Gateway and forwarded to the SensorServer.

When the network is unavailable, the original sensor data is stored in the memory 
of the Gateway. Under normal conditions there is enough memory to store several 
months of data. When the Gateway next connects to the SensorServer all the stored 
sensor data is forwarded to the database including the original date and time.

JUNE, 2015 REV A

FEATURES
• Easy installation

• Easy setup over USB

• Data over network connection or USB

• Up to 10 devices each containing multiple sensors

• Memory for offline storage

• Low bandwidth requirements

• Centralized SensorServer software with web-based reporting and 
management
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SensorServer Software
People Counter Centralized Software

SensorServer Software
The SensorServer is the centralized software environment to which 
Gateways connect. Sensor data, forwarded by 1, 10 or even more than 
1000 Sensor Network Gateways, are stored into the database.

Using the web-based EasyReports and CentralManagement 
environment statistics can be analyzed and system maintenance can 
be executed.

Business integration
Thanks to a wide variety of data access, like CSV exports, the Sensor 
Network can become part of your existing IT infrastructure.

Valuable information from the sensors can be used for:

- Workforce management

- Store performance

- Marketing strategies

- Planning

- Forecasting

- Numerous other applications
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SAW Series II
Portable Wheel Load Weighers

APPLICATIONS AND BENEFITS

• Weighing and load control of trucks and transport vehicles in road transport, 
construction, agriculture, forestry and waste disposal

• For general cargo, excavated material, farm produce, logs, refuse

• Check weighing for law enforcement

• In vehicle design and production for determination of wheel and axle load 
distribution

• For stability tests on special vehicles such as fork lift trucks, also for 
measurement of outrigger loads on access platforms and smaller cranes

• EC Approved - OIML and CE certificates of conformity

FEATURES

• Low profile for easy access

• Lightweight yet rugged design for long service life

• No damage by air inflated tires at any point of passage

• High specific load of sensor for solid tire weighing

• Hermetically sealed strain gauges

• Corrosion resistant materials

• Large LC display, backlit

AUG 2011, REV B
PRINTED IN CANADA
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SAW Series II Wheel Load Weighers
Technical Data

Model SAW
1A/II

SAW
2A/II

SAW
6A/II

SAW
10A/II

SAW
10A/II
Steel

SAW
10C/II

Aluminum

SAW
10C/II
Steel

SAW
15C/II

Weighing Range 
(t)

1 2 6 10 10 10 10 15

Weighing 
Surface (mm)

400 x 382 400 x 382 400 x 382 400 x 382 400 x 382 560 x 382 560 x 382 560 x 382

Dimensions 
LxWxH (mm)

650 x 508 
x 35

650 x 508 
x 35

720 x 518 
x 35

720 x 518 
x 40

720 x 508 
x 35

805 x 518 
x 39

805 x 508 
x 33

805 x 518 
x 39

Weight (kg) 17.5 17.5 17.8 17.2 18.2 21.5 22.8 21.5

Scale Division 
(kg) [official 

approval]

2 5 10 20 20 50 50 50

Minimum Load 
(kg)

20 50 100 200 200 500 500 500

Accuracy up to 
50 d (kg)

±1 ±2.5 ±5 ±10 ±10 ±25 ±25 ±25

up to 200 d 
(kg)

±2 ±5 ±10 ±20 ±20 ±50 ±50 ±50

above 
(kg)

±3 ±7.5 ±15 ±30 ±30 - - ±75

Certified 
Temperature 
Range (C°)

-20/+40
(-4/104 °F)

-20/+40 
(-4/104 °F)

-20/+40 
(-4/104 °F)

-20/+40 
(-4/104 °F)

-20/+40 
(-4/104 °F)

-20/+40 
(-4/104 °F)

-20/+40 
(-4/104 °F)

-20/+40 
(-4/104 °F)

Power Supply 
 NC 

accumulators 
1.2V

6 
Rechargeable

Batteries

6 
Rechargeable

Batteries

6 
Rechargeable

Batteries

6 
Rechargeable

Batteries

6 
Rechargeable

Batteries

6 
Rechargeable

Batteries

6 
Rechargeable

Batteries

6 
Rechargeable

Batteries

ACCESSORIES AND OPTIONS

• UniMUX multiplexer to connect 2 scales (of an axle) 
to PC with LoadGUARD software; 2 UniMUX can be 
cascaded to connect up to 4 scales to the PC

• Dummy plates

• Access ramps

• Heavy duty or additional base boards

SPECIFICATIONS

RECORDING AND PRINTING OF:

• Wheel loads

• Axle loads

• Multi axle loads

• Gross weight

• Date and time

• Weighing number

• Overload in percent or absolute

• Site and operator number
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SAW Series III
Portable Wheel Load Weighers

APPLICATIONS AND BENEFITS

• Weighing trucks and transport vehicles in road transport, construction, 
agriculture, forestry and waste disposal

• Weighing vehicles to avoid overload fines

• Aviation weighing for aircraft weight and balance

• For stability tests on special vehicles such as fork lift trucks, also for 
measurement of outrigger loads on access platforms and smaller cranes

• EC Approved - OIML R 76, and CE certificates of conformity

• NTEP Certified to NIST Handbook 44

FEATURES

• Low profile for easy access

• Lightweight and easy to handle

• Rugged design for long service life

• Corrosion resistant materials

• Large backlit LCD

• Ergonomic, flexible handle

• Anti-slide tapes

• Approved for weight enforcement

• Record and print wheel loads and 
axle loads (via RS 232)

OCTOBER 2015, REV C
PRINTED IN CANADA

NEW Series III Features:

• Wheels to simplify maneuverability 

• Single NiMH battery pack

• Battery status display bar

• Improved charge cycle (2 hours)

• Charge control LED indicators

• IP 65 rated interface connectors

• Faster AD converter for higher 
output rate

• New Zero-Setting function

• Bluetooth® compatible

• Either metric or U.S. version

SAW Series III (10A Model shown)
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Charging cableAccess ramps Bluetooth module

SAW Series III Wheel Load Weighers
Technical Data

ACCESSORIES AND OPTIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. 

Connecting cable for 
axle weighing

Model SAW
10A/III

Aluminum

SAW
10C/III

Aluminum

Capacity 20,000 lbs 20,000 lbs

Active
Weighing Surface

(width x length in traffic 
direction)

15.7” x 19.0” 22.0” x 19.0”

Dimensions
(length x width x height)

29.0” x 20.4” x 1.6” 33.8” x 20.4” x 1.5”

Weight 34.3 lbs 44.4 lbs

Digital Graduation Value 20 lbs 50 lbs

Accuracy
NIST Handbook 44

±1% ±1%

±50 lbs (from 0 to 2,500 
lbs)

±100 lbs (from 2,500 to 
10,000 lbs)

±150 lbs (from 10,000 to 
20,000 lbs)

±50 lbs (from 0 to 2,500 
lbs)

±100 lbs (from 2,500 to 
10,000 lbs)

±150 lbs (from 10,000 to 
20,000 lbs)

Accuracy
OIML

±10 kg (up to 1 t)
±20 kg (1 t to 4 t)

±30 kg (4 t to 10 t)

±25 kg (up to 2.5 t)
±50 kg (2.5 to 10 t)

Certified 
Temperature Range

14 °F/104 °F 14 °F/104 °F

Interface/Connectors RS 232 
Cannon bayonet IP65

RS 232 
Cannon bayonet IP65

Power Supply 
 NiMH battery pack

Battery pack 7.2V re-
chargeable

– 10 hours/1000 
weighings

Battery pack 7.2V re-
chargeable

– 10 hours/1000 
weighings
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SAW Series III
Portable Wheel Load Weighers

APPLICATIONS AND BENEFITS

• Weighing trucks and transport vehicles in road transport, construction, 
agriculture, forestry and waste disposal

• Weighing vehicles to avoid overload fines

• Aviation weighing for aircraft weight and balance

• For stability tests on special vehicles such as fork lift trucks, also for 
measurement of outrigger loads on access platforms and smaller cranes

• EC Approved - OIML R 76, and CE certificates of conformity

• NTEP Certified to NIST Handbook 44

FEATURES

• Low profile for easy access

• Lightweight and easy to handle

• Rugged design for long service life

• Corrosion resistant materials

• Large backlit LCD

• Ergonomic, flexible handle

• Anti-slide tapes

• Approved for weight enforcement

• Record and print wheel loads and 
axle loads (via RS 232)

OCTOBER 2015, REV C
PRINTED IN CANADA

NEW Series III Features:

• Wheels to simplify maneuverability 

• Single NiMH battery pack

• Battery status display bar

• Improved charge cycle (2 hours)

• Charge control LED indicators

• IP 65 rated interface connectors

• Faster AD converter for higher 
output rate

• New Zero-Setting function

• Bluetooth® compatible

• Either metric or U.S. version

SAW Series III (10C Model shown)
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Charging cableAccess ramps Bluetooth module

SAW Series III Wheel Load Weighers
Technical Data

Model SAW
10A/III

Aluminum

SAW
10C/III

Aluminum

SAW
15C/III

Aluminum

Capacity 10 t 10 t 15 t

Active
Weighing Surface

(width x length in traffic 
direction)

400 mm x 483 mm 560 mm x 483 mm 560 mm x 483 mm

Dimensions
(width x length x height)

737 mm x 518 mm x 41 mm 858 mm x 518 mm x 39 mm 858 mm x 518 mm x 39 mm

Weight 15.6 kg 20.2 kg 20.2 kg

Digital Graduation Value 20 kg 50 kg 50 kg

Accuracy
OIML

±10 kg (up to 1 t) 
±20 kg (1 t to 4 t)

±30 kg (4 t to 10 t)

±25 kg (up to 2.5 t) 
±50 kg (2.5 t to 10 t)

±25 kg (up to 2.5 t) 
±50 kg (2.5 t to 10 t)
±75 kg (10 t to 15 t)

Accuracy
NIST Handbook 44

±1% ±1% -

±50 lbs (from 0 to 2,500 lbs)
±100 lbs (from 2,500 lbs to 

10,000 lbs)
±150 lbs (from 10,000 to 

20,000 lbs)

±50 lbs (from 0 to 2,500 lbs)
±100 lbs (from 2,500 lbs to 

10,000 lbs)
±150 lbs (from 10,000 to 

20,000 lbs)

-

Certified 
Temperature Range

-20 °C/+40 °C -20 °C/+40 °C -20 °C/+40 °C

Interface/Connectors RS 232 
Cannon bayonet IP65

RS 232 
Cannon bayonet IP65

RS 232 
Cannon bayonet IP65

Power Supply 
 NiMH battery pack

Battery pack 
7.2V rechargeable

– 10 hours/1000 weighings

Battery pack 
 7.2V rechargeable

– 10 hours/1000 weighings

Battery pack 
7.2V rechargeable

– 10 hours/1000 weighings

ACCESSORIES AND OPTIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. 

Connecting cable for 
axle weighing
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iANALYZE®5
Vehicle and WIM Analysis Software
IRD iANALYZE®5 is a software program that facilitates management, 
analysis and report generation of traffic data collected by Traffic Counters, 
Classifiers, IRD Virtual Weigh Station Systems, and WIM (Weigh-In-Motion) 
systems. iANALYZE®5 is compatible with Windows XP, Vista, and Windows 7. 
iANALYZE®5 provides an improved user interface, and processes more data, 
more quickly than the previous version.

OCTOBER, 2011 REV B

iANALYZE®5 Features
Enhanced vehicle data and record processing with the ability to process • 
more than 1 year’s data
Comprehensive set of reports including FHWA Traffic Management Guide • 
(TMG) standard reports
Automatic export of ASCII reports (including all FHWA TMG reports) to • 
a file
Simple data export to Adobe and Microsoft applications including Excel, • 
Access, and Word
Logical user-friendly interface with built-in guides for standard tasks• 
Multi-language capability• 
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iANALYZE®5
Vehicle and WIM Analysis Software

Equipment and Formats Supported
iSINC Electronics• 

1060 Series Electronics• 

DAW 100• 

TRS WIM Classifiers• 

TC/C 540 WIM Classifiers• 

iANALYZE®5 software can process traffic data files from the 
following IRD systems: 1060 series Weigh-In-Motion System 
Rev 8, Rev 9, Rev 10 and Rev 11 formats, iSINC data gathering 
system, TC/C-540 data gathering system and TRS WIM.

iANALYZE®5 Versions
IRD iANALYZE®5 Analysis Software - Standard is designed 
for stand-alone WIM systems and single site queries. This 
base package will accommodate all IRD equipment types and 
includes an installation disk and one user license. Also included 
within this package is our standard one year warranty as well as 
one year of free software upgrades.

IRD iANALYZE®5 Analysis Software - Enterprise includes all 
of the features and functions of the standard version, but also 
incorporates an Application Specific Enterprise Database, a 
server computer that can be networked to your existing system, 
data editing and corrections, and data quality/integrity checking. 
This package allows the user complete control over the data 
and the ability to flag data via user selectable criteria to ensure 
quality control and eliminate guesswork.  Software customization 
is available for the enterprise version. This package includes a 
database server, an installation disk, and up to ten user licenses. 
Also included within this package is our standard one year 
warranty as well as one year of free software upgrades and one 
year free Software Maintenance. Please note that an annual 
Software Maintenance Agreement is a requirement for the 
purchase of this product.

iAnalyze™5 View Vehicles screen will display 
vehicle photographs if available.
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ROAD REPORTER®

Traffic Data Software

Features
• Telemetry capabilities

• Custom report generator

• Complete data editing

• Reads various counters

• Import/export functions

• Data verification

Road Reporter® software is a 
complete traffic data analysis 
package comprised of storage, 
retrieval, equipment programming, 
editing, processing and reporting 
capabilities. The focal point of the 
software is the data indexing feature 
which allows the user to generate a 
single report from multiple files.

Road Reporter® has been 
specifically designed for Windows 
computers. It is compatible with 
Windows 2000, XP, Vista, and 
Windows 7 operating systems. 
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ROAD REPORTER®

Traffic Data Software
Instrument Interfacing
• Data collection from counters
• Data collection from turning movements
• Data collection from modules
• Compatible with many existing traffic counters
• Realtime viewing of traffic
• Remote communications
• Autopolling

Data Editing
• Edit header information
• Edit site information
• Site data indexing
• Spreadsheet data editing
• Add directions from other files
• Append files
• Data verification and count validity
• File limiting to remove unwanted data
• Count ratio factors
• Delete lanes

Reporting
• Over 25 different report printouts
• Process volume, speed, class, gap, headway, 

length, weigh-in-motion and turning 
movements

• Daily summaries and graphs
• Weekly summaries and graphs
• Monthly and yearly historical summaries
• Annual 100 peak hours
• Statistical speed analysis: 15th & 85th 

percentile, median and average speeds and 
pace of vehicles

• Turning movement analysis summaries and 
graphs
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DYNAX® Treadles
For Toll Roads

IRD DYNAX® treadle systems are axle sensing devices consisting of DYNAX® 
sensors mounted in a metal frame. The metal frame is installed directly into 
either asphalt or concrete, allowing for simple, individual sensor replacement. 
DYNAX® sensors are secured by removable clamping bars eliminating the need for 
subsequent roadway excavation during maintenance, making them ideal for use in 
toll and traffic monitoring applications. 

The individual DYNAX® sensors are pressure sensitive strips unaffected by speed 
variations, perfect for stop-and-go traffic conditions. Combined with other systems, 
DYNAX® sensors can be used to detect and classify vehicles. Standard DYNAX® 

sensors detect axles, while Single/Dual sensors can detect number of tires per axle.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Speed independent• 

Works with stop-and-go traffic• 

Many options for configuration• 

DYNAX• ® sensors are compatible with most treadle systems

Convenient maintenance• 

Shallow body depth for low profile installations, including bridge decks• 

APRIL, 2014  REV. E
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DYNAX® TREADLES
General Specifications

T-Shaped Sensor Models

High strength steel single piece structure• 

Convenient maintenance• 

Fewer parts means lower maintenance costs• 

Inverted locking mechanism• 

Various DYNAX• ® sensor lengths and 
models available

Keystone-Shaped Sensor Models

Two piece construction:  aluminum insert and • 
steel frame

DYNAX• ® sensors are installed in a durable 
treadle insert and frame

Treadle insert and sensors can be retrofit into • 
existing frames

Various DYNAX• ® sensor lengths and 
models available

DYNAX®

sensors

Clamping
bars

Aluminum
insert

Steel
treadle
frame

Steel
clamping

bars

Steel treadle frame

DYNAX®

sensors

MODELS AVAILABLE

Treadles:
Sensors Model Width
4 AS410/AS411/AS611 8ft (2.44m)

4 AS415/AS416/AS616 10ft (3.05m)

4 AS440/AS431/AS631 8ft (2.44m)

4 AS441/AS437/AS637 10ft (3.05m)

3 AS430/AS431/AS631 8ft (2.44m)

3 AS439/AS437/AS637 10ft (3.05m)

2 AS438/AS431/AS631 8ft (2.44m)

2 AS435/AS431/AS631 10ft (3.05m)

Grout in Place DYNAX Sensors:
Sensors Model Width
1 (GIP) AS400 8ft (2.44m)

1 (GIP) AS405 10ft (3.05m)

1 AS442 1.5ft (0.46m)

Other DYNAX Sensors:
Sensors Model Width
1 AS443 6ft (1.83m)

1 AS409 8ft (2.44m)
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 Commercial transport trucks 
derive their revenue by 
transporting goods on 
highways. Thus, if they are 
hauling heavy cargo they 

will maximize their return and load to the 
legal weight limit and in some cases may 
be overloaded. Modern highways and toll 
operators screen truck weights to avoid 
the damage caused by overweight trucks 
and the corresponding maintenance costs. 
Further, recognizing the economic benefit 
to the truckers, the highway operator, 
through the toll system, can charge trucks a 
toll based on their axle and vehicle weight.

International Road Dynamics Inc. (IRD) 
has developed a Weigh-In-Motion toll 
system (WIM@Toll) that allows highway 
operators and concessionaires to charge 
trucks based on truck weight. WIM@
Toll facilitates a toll charge based on the 
economic value the highway provides to 
commercial vehicles, charging more for 
heavily loaded trucks and less for light or 
unloaded vehicles. In addition, it provides 
a means of screening for damaging 
overloaded vehicles.

The concept of WIM has a long 
history in data collection applications in 
transportation infrastructure planning. 
This has expanded to use in enforcement 
for sorting compliant from violating 
vehicles to increase the throughput and 
ease congestion at inspection stations. 
The wear and tear on pavements, bridge 
structures, and other components of the 
transportation infrastructure caused by 
an individual vehicle is related to the 
weight of that vehicle or axle. In fact, as 
gross vehicle and axle weights increase, 
the damage to highway and bridge 
infrastructure increases exponentially, 
as was concluded by the American 
Association of State Highway Officials 
(AASHTO) highway study. An increase 
in loading thus results in an exponential 
increase in the acceleration of road 
damage. WIM systems installed by 

IRD combat road damage by providing 
accurate data for traffic planners and by 
identifying overloaded trucks.

WIM FOR TOLL STATIONS
IRD uses its Intelligent Sensor Interface 
and Network Controller (iSINC) to 
control WIM systems at tolls. The iSINC 
is a CE certified roadside electronic 
control unit with hardened electronics 

suited to outdoor applications over a wide 
temperature range. While the iSINC is 
used for toll system operations, it also 
has applications in traffic monitoring and 
data collection, automated weigh station 
operations and traffic security systems. 
The iSINC controller is modular and can 
simultaneously connect with a variety of 
WIM sensors and toll system peripherals. 
The peripherals include lane 

Why is weigh-in-motion used at toll stations? Rish Malhotra has the answer

Sink or  
SSWIM

>>>

IRD’s PAT Bending Plates installed in toll lanes at a toll plaza in Fujian province in China.  IRD’s 

WIM@Toll system is installed at this site before vehicles cross the Xinglin bridge in Xiamen

Truck tolling
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Truck tolling

control signs, traffic lights, axle sensors, 
single and dual tire sensors, vehicle 
presence detectors, fare display signals, 
automatic vehicle identification (AVI) 
systems, camera systems, dimensioning 
sensors, toll barrier gates, communication 
systems and credential databases.

At toll stations IRD integrates its 
Slow Speed Weigh In Motion (SSWIM) 
scales or PAT Bending Plate WIM 
scales to the iSINC controller. IRD is a 
system integrator and is able to deploy 
various transponder based solutions 
including radio frequency identification 
transponders as well as passive and active 
microwave transponder solutions.

WEIGHING STRATEGIES
In order to change to a toll strategy 
that charges by weight and penalizes 
overloading, it is necessary to both weigh 
and classify vehicles. There are three main 
options for doing this.

The first is to have static weigh stations 
on the toll way. While being the most 
accurate, this method has a number of 
drawbacks. Vehicle throughput is very 
slow, resulting in delays and congestion. It 
requires an additional large infrastructure 
investment and staff to build and man 
the weigh station. The departure from 
the weigh station and merging of heavy 
vehicles with the main traffic stream poses 
a safety hazard. Thus, the GVW accuracy 
of the static weigh stations, though being 
the best, comes at a high initial investment 
and equipment cost to the buyer. The added 
cost to the user also includes the delay and 
slow down caused by the time taken by the 
traditional scales to calculate the GVW.

A second option is to have high-speed 
WIM lanes on the roads or toll way. This 
requires identifying all heavy vehicles 
at highway speeds with transponders or 
license plate recognition (LPR) cameras 
for vehicle tracking and recognition.

The third option is to have SSWIM 
lanes at toll plazas. This could be either 

each lane of the toll plaza or a number of 
exterior lanes at a toll plaza depending on 
the traffic flow and usage. This method 
integrates the weighing operation into 
the normal toll collection process at the 
plaza. The WIM operation requires little 
additional delay. When combined with 
electronic toll collection (ETC), this 
system can process the majority of vehicles 
without stopping, while still allowing 
manual collection from vehicles that have 
not subscribed to the ETC program. The 
efficiency is significantly increased by 
having some WIM toll lanes reserved for 
ETC vehicles only.

WIM@TOLL PROJECTS USING 
ETC
In India, IRD has installed its SSWIM 
solution at toll plazas on the exterior 
extra wide lanes. Introducing low-speed 
WIM lanes at toll plazas assists the 
overall weighing operation by offering 
a significant reduction in delay in 
comparison to using static weigh stations 
on or before the toll ways, as well as in 
comparison to using high speed WIM 
on highways while attempting to identify 
all vehicles. While India does not have 

an enforcement policy yet via legislation, 
IRD’s SSWIM systems are being used for 
data collection and, in future, will provide 
tremendous benefit for concessionaires, 
users and stakeholders. 

IRD’s WIM@Toll systems in India 
are based on the ISO 18000-6C Radio-
frequency identification (RFID) standard 
which has recently been adopted as the 
national standard in India for tolling on 
highways. ISO 18000-6C is a standard 
protocol for RFID devices operating in 
the UHF bands between 860 MHz to 960 
MHz. The lower cost of 18000-6C tags, 
relative to other transponder technologies, 
has made 18000-6C an attractive ETC 
solution for the Indian market.

IRD has installed over 1500 WIM@
Toll lanes at toll plazas in China. These 
systems have two Bending Plates installed 
in a staggered configuration on each lane 
of the toll plaza. Test results conducted 
on the Bending Plate systems in China 
have proven that it is possible to achieve 
accuracies of more than 97.5 per cent of 
the gross vehicle weight at over 90 per 
cent confidence levels. This means that 
over a sample size of vehicles that use 
IRD’s WIM@Toll systems, over 90 per 

“When combined with ETC, this system can process 
the majority of vehicles without stopping, while still 
allowing manual collection from vehicles that have 
not subscribed to the ETC program”

IRD’s WIM@Toll system installed in Mongolia using IRD’s slow speed WIM scales. IRD’s system also 

includes automatic vehicle identification (AVI) using RFID transponders and readers
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fyi

cent of the vehicle population is able to be 
weighed with over 97.5 per cent accuracy 
over GVW’s (i.e. the measured GVW via 
WIM for over 90 per cent of the vehicle 
population is within a ±2.5 per cent 
variance of the vehicle’s actual GVW).

In Mongolia, IRD is currently installing 
WIM@Toll at toll plazas along the Tavan 
Tolgoi – Gashuun Sukhait toll road, 
a crucial route being used to enhance 
mining development and expansion in 
the Gobi region bordering China. The toll 
road is built to transport coal to China 
from the Ukhaa Khudag coal deposit, a 
high quality coal deposit in Mongolia. 
The systems along this important strategic 
route will use IRD’s SSWIM scales with 
RFID transponder and reader systems 
thereby monitoring and sorting the trucks 
which are overloaded from those that are 
in compliance with the maximum allowed 
GVW. This project combines a toll system 
with a SSWIM sorting system to keep 
overloaded trucks off the highway.

In summary, adding WIM to a toll 
system provides a means for highway 
operators, owners and concessionaires 
to effectively and fairly recoup the cost 
of infrastructure damage relative to the 
load carried by trucks. IRD’s WIM@Toll 
systems help ensure effective toll road asset 
management by providing monitoring and 
screening to assist with the operation and 
management of toll ways. 

iSINC™

Majestic.
Build on your existing intelligent transportation 
system network or have IRD design one for 
you. The iSINC (Intelligent Sensor Interface 
and Network Controller) collects data from 
traffic sensors and components and provides a 
control option for your networks. Applications 
include traffic management, virtual weigh 
stations, commercial vehicle operations, 
over-dimension warning systems, and vehicle 
identification – including camera systems.

INTERNATIONAL ROAD DYNAMICS INC.
www.irdinc.com | info@irdinc.com

Rule your traffic 
kingdom.
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Smart Dynax® Treadle Interface
For Toll Audit Systems
Overview
The Smart Dynax® Treadle Interface delivers high accuracy axle counts for toll audit 
systems using IRD multi-sensor treadles. The microcontroller-based model provides 
several new features for system integrators.

Advantages and Features
New Technology -  Surface mount technology and micro-processor.

No Adjustments -  Sensitivity tracking is continuously variable and completely automatic.  No 
adjustments are required by the toll operator. 

Self-test - Self-test routine on boot-up; boot can be initiated by push-button switch.  Results 
are reported visually and over the communications port.

Low Power -  75ma maximum at 12V DC.

Communications Port Hardware - RS-232, DB9 female connector (DCE), 57.6kbps.

End of Life (EOL) Indication - Sensor EOL indications are reported visually (LED) and over 
the communications port.

Manual Switch Option -  Switch to enable or disable a sensor.

LEDs for Diagnostics -  Displays conditions for each channel of working sensor: no signal, 
stuck on, intermittent, and end of life.

Communications Port Messages and Diagnostics: 
Configuration Utility: The Dynax® Treadle Interface Configuration Utility allows 
configuration and monitoring of the Dynax® Treadle Interface electronics.
Status Messages:  Health status (temperature, voltage, errors), channel activation, 
direction of travel.
Control Messages:  Report channel activation count, clear channel activation count, 
perform self-test.

Boot Messages:  Hardware P/N, hardware S/N, reset count, self-test results.

Field Upgradable – Firmware can be upgraded on site over diagnostic port using a laptop 
computer.

Travel Direction – Reports number of forward and reverse axles and stores in non-volatile 
memory.

MARCH, 2016  REV. E

Smart Dynax® Treadle Interface Card

Dynax® Interface Configuration Utility
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Smart Dynax® Treadle Interface
Specifications
Inputs

DYNAX® Resistance 0 - ∞ Ohms
Sensor Lead Length 200 ft max., 75 mph operation

Outputs
Isolated
 OFF +30VDC max.
 ON 1.0VDC @ 50mA max.
Non-isolated
 OFF +Vcc max.
 ON 0.75VDC @ 25mA max.

Power
Supply Voltage (Vcc) 10 - 30V DC max
Supply Current   
 Idle  35mA typ.
 Maximum 75mA
Output Voltage (V out) 5 - 30VDC max

Environmental
Operating Temperature -40 to +85°C
Storage Temperature -40 to +85°C
Relative Humidity 20% to 95% (non-condensing)

Dimensions
Length 3.0” (7.6 cm)
Width 8.0” (21.0 cm)

Serial Port
Connector RS-232, DE9S, DCE
Port Settings 57600, N, 8, 1
Flow Control OFF

LED Indicators
Channel Activity
 Axle Detected 
Direction of Travel
 Forward  
 Reverse  
Sensor/Channel Status 
 Normal  
 No Signal  
 Stuck On  
 Intermittent  
 End of Life Warning 
 Built-in Test Failure  

Switches 
Channel Mode
 Channel Enable/Disable
 Direction Output Enable/Disable
Isolated Output Configuration
 Pull-up Resistor Enable/Disable
 Ground Reference Enable/Disable
Board Reset (Momentary)
Reset/Start Built-In-Test (BIT)

Mounting Dimensions



Protect your roads. Pay your weigh.
Weigh-In-Motion for Toll

WIM@Toll® 



 is the World Leader for providing Toll-by-Weight Systems.

IRD’S WIM@TOLL® IS A PROVEN SYSTEM TO ENSURE USERS ARE 
ACCOUNTABLE FOR OVERLOADED VEHICLES.  

IRD’s WIM@Toll® integrates with existing toll operations to provide accurate data for 
charging users by their vehicle weight and class.

IRD’s electronics can be integrated into any system using the following sensors:

• IRD PAT Traffic Bending Plate® 
• Lineas® Quartz WIM Sensor by Kistler
• DAW 50
• SSWIM

IRD HAS SUPPLIED OVER 3000 LANES OF WIM@TOLL® WORLDWIDE.

IRD PAT Traffic Bending Plate®

WIM@Toll®

WIM = Weigh-In-Motion



iToll® - The Complete Solution

REDUCE OR ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR TRADITIONAL WEIGH STATIONS

Weight Enforcement @ Toll uses scales with added accuracy to identify overweight 
vehicles at the toll plaza.  

Charge users a toll fee and identify weight 
violations for enforcement purposes.

Sensors for weight enforcement:

• DAW 50 
• SSWIM 

Combining WIM with IRD’s iToll® system to provide a completely functional 
Toll-by-Weight system.

The iToll® system can include:

• Preprinted tickets
• Smart card options
• Electronic Toll Collection (ETC)
• Video incident detection system

Ensure public safety.

Weight Enforcement @ Toll

irdinc.com
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IRD International
South Asia  China           Nigeria
IRD South Asia Pvt. Ltd.  Xuzhou PAT Control Technology Co., Ltd. IRD Africa Ltd.
Tel: +91 129 257 7900  Tel: +86 516-87737998  Tel: +234 19548048

Latin America  Mexico    Brazil
PAT Traffic Ltda.  PAT Traffic Mexico, S.A. de C.V.  PAT Traffic Sistemas de Transportes Inteligentes Ltda. 
Tel: +56 2 223 9713  Tel: +56 2 223 9713  Tel: +55 11 5093 0830
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International Road Dynamics Inc. (IRD) is a highway traffic management technology 
company specializing in supplying products and systems to the global Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS) industry. IRD is a North American company with sales and 
service offices throughout Canada, the United States, Latin America, India and China.

With more than 30 years of experience, IRD is a multi-discipline company offering 
proprietary technologies that include automated truck weigh station systems, Virtual 
Weigh-In-Motion systems, advanced traffic control, management and data collection 
systems, automated toll road systems, and in-vehicle driver monitoring systems. The 
Company supports its products and solutions with long-term service and maintenance 
contracts.

IRD has installed its world-leading ITS solutions in countries around the globe, and 
currently has the world’s largest installed base of Weigh-In-Motion with a growing 
presence in other related ITS applications and markets.

1980−
201
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IRD, PAT TRAFFIC, BENDING PLATE, VECTORSENSE, WIM@TOLL, ITOLL and, CUSTOMER DRIVEN, are trademarks of 
International Road Dynamics Inc. LINEAS is a trademark owned by Kistler.
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SOS
Emergency Call Box

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Network compatible•
Audible in noisy environments (i.e. roadside, mining)•
Filters background noise•
Compatible with the powerful PAT Traffic control center•
Solar power option for applications in remote areas•
Weather resistant (stainless steel cover)•
CE & FCC compliant•

The SOS Emergency Call Box is specially designed for adverse environments. 
The rugged, weatherproof metal housing, high-power amplifier, and low power 
consumption make it ideal for handling emergency calls from the side of the 
highway or in mining areas. 
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SOS Emergency Call Box
Technical Details

IP rating IP66

Front panel Stainless steel cover

IK rating IK10

Internal speaker amplifier 10W class D

Microphone technology Digital (MEMS)

Echo cancellation YES

Noise cancelling (static) YES

Web browser configuration YES

Software configuration YES

General Purpose I/O 6  (configurable)

Ethernet 10Base-T/100Base-TX RJ45 YES

Power Option PoE or external supply

Operating temperature -25°C to 70°C (-13°F to 158°F)

Relative humidity 0% - 95%

Weight 800g (1.73 lb.)

Dimensions 180 x 120 x 70 mm (7.1 in. x 4.7 in. x 2.75 in.)

IPv4 (w. DiffServ) YES

TCP YES

UDP YES

HTTPS YES

TFTP YES

RTP YES

DHCP YES

SNMP NTP YES

G.711 �-Law encoding YES

Remote upgrade YES

Power requirements (V/full power/standby) (16-48 DC)/12W/1.8W

Full duplex communication YES

SIP phone YES

Asterisk protocol YES

CE & FCC part. 15 (EMC) YES

IEC/ EN 60945 YES

IEC/ EN 61000-6 YES

IEC/ EN 50155 YES

IEC/ EN 50486 YES

Specifications

IP Protocols:

Compliances:



kit
ANTI-ICING SYSTEM

microFAST Manual
– Easy installation

– Can be retrofit anytime

– Low maintenance cost

– User friendly

– Only 3 gallons/strip/30 sec 

– Push button or remote control

microFAST Automated
– All benefits of manual

– Up to 16 spray programs*

– RWIS Data for road and weather info

– Remote control from maintenance office

– RWIS & FAST Data storage and display

– Web capable
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A Self-Installed System
Allows PREVENTION of 
Icy Conditions ECONOMICALLY

1

2

3

4

Self-contained 
pumping Cabinet

Supply tank 
(self supply option)

microFAST Strips cover 
up to 1/2 mile (2-lane)

Optional atmospheric 
and pavement sensors 
for full automation



kit

PRE-ASSEMBLED / TESTED COMPONENTS

– Pump-Station Cabinet
– Spray controllers
– Pump
– Polyethylene socket-fused piping
– Self Monitoring
– microFAST Strip 
   (up to 328’-2 lane coverage per strip)
– Nylon tubing for proven longevity
– Stainless Steel spray heads
– Pre-pressure tested (no leaks) 

OTHER FAST SYSTEMS BY BOSCHUNG AMERICA

BENEFITS

BARRIER MOUNT NOZZLES

ANTI-ICING SYSTEM

O

APPLICATIONS

SPRAY DISKS

– Low purchase price
– Simple self-installation
– Flexible Installation 
   (can be surface mounted)
– Minimal maintenance
– Only one low-voltage valve per strip
– Proven Boschung Performance

– Bridges
– Ramps
– Tunnel Entrance/Exits
– Parking Lots/Garages
– Many Others

above ground 

in ground 

 Corporate Office U.S. Office
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ROAD WEATHER 
INFORMATION SYSTEM

Advanced Weather Technology for Roads & Bridges



All Boschung pavement sensors 
feature a Sensor Enclosure
• allows for rapid sensor replacement
• designed to withstand the 
  heaviest traffic volumes
• IP-68 rated, water tight housing

Common atmospheric sensors integrated into 
a typical Boschung RWIS station include. . .
• air temperature and humidity
• wind
• precipitation
• atmospheric pressure
Boschung’s RWIS provides the flexibility to choose 
and configure many meteorological sensor options to 
design a system that best suits your needs. 
 

THE SYSTEM CONSISTS OF…

 pavement and atmospheric sensors

 a remote processing unit

 weather asset data display 
and management software

MONITOR. PREDICT. PLAN. ACT.
Boschung’s latest generation of Road Weather 
Information Systems (RWIS) represents the most 
comprehensive range of products used to monitor road 
status and surface weather conditions. The application 
of RWIS enhances traffic management and 
maintenance decision-making under the toughest 
circumstances. The unique measurement principles and 
technologies used in the sensors, electronics and 
software result in the most reliable and accurate early 
detection of dangerous road surfaces.
Boschung’s RWIS will provide you with the 
comprehensive real-time weather data you need to 
make intelligent decisions about the safety of your 
roads and bridges.

Boschung sensors used 
in a standard RWIS 
set-up include…

SENSORS. The Pathway 
to Vital Information.
Each of Boschung’s sensors provide their own valuable set 
of surface weather information that is used to formulate a 
precise surface condition assessment. The data helps road 
authorities predict if any surface treatment is needed to 
keep travelers safe.

Passive and Active 
Pavement Sensors
Boschung’s RWIS allows for the use of passive or a 
combination of passive and active pavement sensor 
options. Utilizing active pavement sensor technology in 
your RWIS provides the most accurate freeze point 
information regardless of the type of anti-icing chemical 
being used. Active pavement sensors do not require 
calibration when switching chemical types, which is a 
major benefit over passive only systems.

IT-Sens  (passive pavement sensor)
• pavement status (dry, moist, wet, slippery)
• pavement surface temperature
• water film thickness
• sub-surface temperature at two independent depths 
• calculated freeze point temperature*
• coupled with IT-Arctis for the most advanced   
  freeze point monitoring
*limited by conductivity properties of measured solution

IT-Arctis (active pavement sensor)
• active freeze point monitoring
• most accurate measured freeze point temperature
• totally independent of thawing agent used
• information to accurately time anti-icing chemical delivery
• real-time feedback of the treatment performance

1
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Innovative Remote Processing Unit
Boschung’s RCM500NT is a pre-engineered, prefabricated remote processing unit for RWIS applications that 
is NTCIP compliant. This makes it easy to integrate into existing systems and ensures future interoperability.

The RCM500NT features . . . 
• an open concept with multiple vendor integration capabilities
• remote configuration and serviceability
• full remote reset and power cycle
• internal watchdog circuitry
• Linux based CPU
• selectable serial and Ethernet communications
• handles multiple protocols including ASCII and NMEA
• programmable contact closures to
control other devices such as signs

The RCM500NT is designed to reduce maintenance costs 
and unnecessary site visits by incorporating an innovative 
remote service interface. This product is the heart of 
Boschung’s Road Weather Information System.

BORRMA-web Comprehensive 
Real-Time Analysis
The sensors measure the surface condition of the pavement 
and the meteorological conditions. The RCM500NT processes 
the data, which is then downloaded, stored and visualized by 
Boschung’s cloud based BORRMA-web software.
This pertinent information is…
• quickly and automatically ready

 for analysis on BORRMA-web
• accessible on any on-line computer
• available on smart phones and tablets

equipped with RWIS App

The BORRMA-web intuitive, user-friendly displays, based on a 
geographical map, allow the user to get a full overview of the 
status of the pavement and the surface level conditions in near 
real time.
Boschung’s unique built-in alarms, as well as user configurable 
alarms, provide all necessary advanced warnings needed to 
make important decisions at the right time that have an impact 
on road maintenance and traveler safety.



WEATHER SYSTEMS FOR 
SAFER ROADS AND BRIDGES
Other Boschung road systems and services include…

• Fixed Automated Anti-Icing Systems (FAST)
• Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) Systems
• Maintenance Decision Support Systems

with Pavement Forecasting
• Open Protocol Pavement Sensors

To find out more about how Boschung’s RWIS can…
• make your roadways and bridges safer
• enhance your decision making
• lower your maintenance costs, contact…
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Preclearance Programs

AUGUST, 2015, REV C

Weigh2GoBC is a program in British Columbia, Canada that enables commercial 
truck carriers to bypass inspection stations, provided their vehicles comply with 
regulations and pass an electronic screening process. The program is designed to 
save money, fuel and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, while accelerating the flow 
of goods through the Pacific trade corridor. Once a commercial vehicle has entered 
a Weigh2GoBC corridor, it can be given a bypass at all subsequent inspection 
stations for up to the next 24 hours.

When a vehicle equipped with a Weigh2GoBC transponder passes a weigh-
in-motion enabled station at highway speed, Weigh2GoBC checks the vehicle 
dimensions, weight and compliance with specific B.C. regulations electronically and 
signals the driver to proceed or check in for inspection.
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Preclearance Programs

IRD supplied the following components of the Weigh2GoBC program:

• System Integration

• Single Load Cell (SLC) Weigh-In-Motion Scales

• Inductive Loops

• Piezoelectric Sensors

• Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI) Readers

• iSinc® Systems Electronics

IRD has a long-term contract to maintain and service the Weigh2GoBC equipment.

Weigh2GoBC Benefits
Weigh2GoBC has been a great success for British Columbia’s Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure. It has been 
well received by participating commercial carriers, and has won an ITS Canada Award for Innovation. Not only is the 
program on track to attain the desired environmental benefits and cost savings, but the efficiency of the compliance 
system has improved.

The Weigh2GoBC Program has a data sharing agreement with the State of Washington allowing automated bypass 
benefits for trucks in both jurisdictions. The system also receives data from Alberta’s Partners-in-Compliance (PIC) 
program which enables the carriers and vehicles in that program to be signalled when traveling throughout British 
Columbia.

Cost Savings (as of May, 2015)

Commercial Vehicle 
Bypasses

Calculated Industry 
Savings

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) 
Savings in kgs.

635,000 $11,000,000 765,000 or 1.12 kg per bypass
 

What Participants are Saying

“In the freight business time is money. We need to be 
as efficient as possible without compromising safety or 
regulatory compliance. We are finding that our drivers 
are saving up to an hour on a round trip to and from 
Alberta. Every time a truck doesn’t have to slow down for 
a scale, wait in line, cross the scale and finally get back 
to highway speed it saves time and fuel.”

– Kevin Johnson
Compliance & Safety Manager

Coastal Pacific Xpress Inc.

“The old way was really hit and miss, all the carriers 
came, and all the vehicles came, and you could sit in the 
window and you could run manual checks, which would 
take about fifteen minutes. This system will do the same 
thing in seven seconds. This is a tool that inspectors 
can use so they can focus their attentions on the non-
compliant carriers. It actually helps them sort the good 
carriers from the bad ones.”

– Pamela McDermid
Business Manager

Weigh2GoBC 



In-Pavement – model no. RA-10

� Freeze-point MEASUREMENT in pavement sensor 
� Monitors and alarms on current road conditions 
� Low Power requirements   

� Road level wetness up to 1.0 in. 
� Cable lengths up to 1900 ft. 
� Data hosted by Boschung (no IT costs)

SPECIFICATIONS:

Input Voltage………………………………………….…120 VAC 
Max Power .................................... 15 Watts 
Internal Operating Voltage…………………………..12VDC 
Operating Temp..……………………...-40º F. to 150º F. 
Pavement Temperature……..……… -40°F.  to 140°F. 
Pavement Temp Accuracy………….(5°F-50°F) ± 0.1° 
                                       ….……..otherwise  ±0.32° 
Freeze-point Temp.………………..……… -22°F. to 32°F. 
Freeze-point Accuracy…..………...............± 10.0% 
Communication ............................ Cellular/IP 
Standard Cable (sensor to cabinet)…………..65 feet 
Additional cable …………………… …….up to 1900 feet 
Sensor size …………………….3.54” round x 1.65” high 
Sensor Weight (with 65’ cable)……….. 6.13 Pounds
Cabinet Size……………………….………………………..varies 
Cabinet Weight …………………………….……………..varies 
Solar/Fuel cell option………………………..12 VDC/15W 

Description:

The Boschung America RA-10 combines our patented in-
pavement IT-Sense freeze point measurement sensor with the 
Boschung America data collection system and Road Manager 
web-based software. Utilizing cellular over IP communication 
data is transferred to the Boschung Road Manager hosted web-
site, which provides real-time road condition information and 
alarms. Based upon road conditions and Boschung condition 
alarms; resources can be deployed at the right time and place. 
Alarm messages can also be sent via e-mail, page or SMS text to
maintenance personnel. Many Road Alert Systems can be 
managed and viewed on a single web site, allowing for large 
regions to be observed on a single screen. 

Add-on options for the RA-10 include; atmospheric sensors, 
camera images, solar or fuel cell power. 

Alarm Criteria:

No Alarm - Conditions acceptable 

Warning Alarm – Road wet and 
pavement temperature � 32°F 

Critical Alarm –  Dangerous 
freeze-point, ice or snow on 
roadway.

Website display of Road Manager with six Road Alert Sensors 
(color denotes alarm status of road surface) 

Road Alert – 10 pavement
sensor and data collection 

system 

Website display of Road Manager with six Road Alert Sensors
(color denotes alarm status of road surface)
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Overheight Vehicle Detection System (OHVDS)
Are your overhead structures being damaged by 
overheight vehicle collisions? 

We can help you!

Overview
IRD is an integrator and supplier of an Overheight Vehicle Detection System (OHVDS) that 
reduces collisions between motorists and overhead structures.  An Overheight Vehicle 
Detection System detects overheight vehicles moving toward overhead obstacles, such as 
bridges, tunnels and other structures, and individually warns drivers.  The system provides the 
driver with the opportunity to actively avoid a collision with an overhead structure.  

The OHVDS is comprised of a transmitter and receiver.   The transmitter contains either an 
infrared or high intensity, visible red light source that is pulsed across the highway from the 
transmitter to the receiver.  The receiver is designed to issue an alarm if the red beam is 
blocked by an object at least 5 cm (2") in diameter, 2.5 cm (1") above the line of detection and 
moving between 1 km/h (1 MPH) and 120 km/h (75 MPH).  The transmitter and receiver may 
be direction discerning, which triggers the alarm only when vehicles traveling in a certain 
direction are considered overheight.

The alarm activates a warning sign with alternating flashers and/or an audible alarm.  In the 
event of a failure, the system will not activate the flashers on the sign, but will display a 
constant message, such as “WARNING - HEIGHT RESTRICTION”.  

This system reduces damage to structures by overheight vehicles.  The driver is made aware 
of the danger ahead and is provided with the opportunity to take alternate action or an 
alternate route.

Applications
To provide overheight warning detection for:

 • Overpasses

 • Traffic tunnels

 • Bridges

 • Warehouse entrances

Benefits
Driver:   Reduces damage to trucks/trailers and occupant injuries

Government/Owner: Decreases damage to public structures

Public:   Decreases traffic backups due to a reduction of vehicle   
   collisions with overhead structures

Insurance Companies: Reduces accident claims due to a reduction of truck -   
   overhead structure accidents
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OVERHEIGHT VEHICLE DETECTION SYSTEM 
SENSOR TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE 
• Infrared Light 
• Visible Red Light 

OPTIONAL SIGNS 
As an alternative to flashing warning signs, changeable message signs (CMS) or variable message signs (VMS) may be 
incorporated into the system.  Changeable message signs have two (2) or three (3) predetermined messages that 
become visible when activated.  Variable message signs are fully variable and when activated will display a predeter-
mined message (e.g.�“WARNING - HEIGHT RESTRICTION”).  During times when the message sign is not activated, the 
sign may display any operator-defined message or image. 

OPTIONAL VIDEO 
As an option, a video component can be added to the system to capture and store video images of vehicles which 
trigger the overheight detector. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Power    115 VAC +/- 10%, 50/60 Hz  
    Other options include 24 VDC solar power on 230�VAC on special order for certain  
    models of transmitter and receiver 
Output    Form C, dry relay contact closure  
    Contacts rated 115 VAC 10A, protected by an 8A circuit breaker 
Climatic Operating Range -40 to + 58°C (-40 to +135°F)  
Environmental Control  Internal thermostat controls air flow which reduces moisture and maintains  
    internal temperatures during cold weather (on some models) 
Alarm Time   Adjustable between 2 and 30 seconds 
Maximum Range*  Suggested maximum range 60 meters (200 feet) to allow for bad weather and lens  
    contamination.  
    Absolute maximum range of 215 meters (700 feet) 
Reaction Speed   1 to 120 km/h (1 to 75 MPH) for a 5 cm (2") diameter object 2.5 cm (1") above the  
    established height of detection 
Housing   External housing is heavy ALMAG casting and sheet aluminum (not less than 1/3 cm  
    (1/8") thickness) to minimize vandalism and provide for rigid mounting 
Shipping Weight   14 to 23 kg (30 to 50 lbs) 

* Maximum range refers to maximum distance the detector eyes will perform 











Monitor Multiple Weigh Stations From a Central Location

Independent - Remote Station Operation! 

Remote Control Weigh Station



 Complete and coordinated enforcement solution.

IRD’s Remote Control Weigh Station Technology 
Ensures Accountability

Screen vehicles from one central location 24/7• 
Review documents and log books remotely • 
View and communicate with drivers in real time• 
Remotely open & close the station, sort and bypass vehicles, and collect data• 
Screen multiple directions of travel• 
Ensure vehicles are not illegally bypassing the scale• 
Include under-utilized locations• 

Remote Control Weigh Station
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IRD International
South Asia  China           Nigeria
IRD South Asia Pvt. Ltd.  Xuzhou PAT Control Technology Co., Ltd. IRD Africa Ltd.
Tel: +91 129 411 6986  Tel: +86 516-87737998  Tel: +234 19548048

Latin America Mexico  Brazil
PAT Traffic Ltda.  PAT Traffic Mexico, S.A. de C.V.  PAT Traffic Sistemas de Transportes Inteligentes Ltda. 
Tel: +56 2 223 9713  Tel: +56 2 223 9713  Tel: +55 11 5093 0830
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International Road Dynamics Inc. (IRD) is a highway traffic management technology 
company specializing in supplying products and systems to the global Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS) industry. IRD is a North American company with sales and 
service offices throughout Canada, the United States, Latin America, India and China.

With thirty years of experience, IRD is a multi-discipline company offering proprietary 
technologies that include automated truck weigh station systems, Virtual Weigh-In-Motion 
systems, advanced traffic control, management and data collection systems, automated 
toll road systems, and in-vehicle driver monitoring systems. The Company supports its 
products and solutions with long-term service and maintenance contracts.

IRD has installed its world-leading ITS solutions in countries around the globe, and 
currently has the world’s largest installed base of Weigh-In-Motion with a growing 
presence in other related ITS applications and markets.
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 is the World Leader in Weigh-In-Motion Systems

Vehicle Measurements

The foundation of any Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is the 
ability to reliably detect and measure vehicles traveling through the 
system.   Designed with the knowledge and experience gained in over 
30 years of ITS deployments, the IRD iSINC® is the industry leader in 
reliability and flexibility.

The iSINC® electronics form the core of IRD’s Intelligent Transportation 
Systems.  Out of the box, iSINC® provides the foundation for a broad 
range of ITS functions from data collection and web-based traffic moni-
toring to automated electronic screening and weigh-station control.   
Its modular hardware and software technologies can be configured 
and scaled to meet the requirements of any ITS system, from the sim-
plest to the most complex. The open architecture of the iSINC® allows 
fast and reliable integration to third party systems.

The iSINC® monitors and controls a variety of equipment and systems including:

Sensors:  Bending Plate• ® WIM Scale, IRD Single Load Cell WIM Scale, Lineas® Quartz WIM Sensors by Kistler, MSI and 
Thermocoax Piezo-electric Sensors, Loops, Over-dimension Detectors, Thermal Braking Systems.

Imaging: Vehicle Overview Camera, License Plate Reader Camera (LPR), USDOT Camera.• 

Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI): LPR Optical Character Recognition, USDOT Optical Character Recognition, Transponder • 
Detection.

Smart Road-Side Systems: Web Based Vehicle display, Automatic Compliance Screening System, Automatic Credential Screening • 
System, Automatic Signing Systems.

Today’s ITS systems demand a wide range of imaging solutions from simple vehicle overview imaging to high resolution imaging 
suitable for USDOT optical character recognition.  With over two decades of experience integrating imaging into ITS systems IRD has 
the experience and the products to meet the full range of those demands. 

The iSINC® electronics will initiate the capture of vehicle images, correlate them with other vehicle information, and transmit the 
information for display and storage.  Every iSINC® electronics comes out of the box ready to integrate to the full range of imaging 
solutions, and to add the following types of imaging to new or existing systems:  

Overview Imaging System:  

Auto select between color images during the day and monochrome • 
images at night.

Infrared illumination to ensure a high quality image regardless of weather • 
or lighting conditions.  

License Plate Imaging System: 

Automated Control of image exposure to ensure a high quality image • 
regardless of weather or lighting conditions.  

Infrared and visible illumination for effective license plate image capture • 
in diverse weather and lighting conditions.

USDOT Imaging System: 

Captures USDOT Numbers displayed anywhere on the side of a passing • 
commercial motor vehicle.

Captures images from both sides of the commercial motor vehicle • 
simultaneously.

Captures images under day and night lighting conditions, 24/7.• 

Imaging



Smart Road-Side Systems

Ensure public safety.

Automatic Vehicle Identification

The key to a cost effective ITS system is to obtain value from the data that has been collected.  The iSINC® electronics gathers, cor-
relates, and provides vehicle information to a variety of existing applications.  This approach allows the data to be used for several 
different purposes at the same time or to expand the system over time as required.

Data Collection

Collects data for up to 16 lanes of traffic.• 

Supports the full range of reports including FHWA TMG reports.• 

Virtual Weigh Station

Web based user interface.• 

Displays all vehicle data, images, and vehicle identification gathered by the • 
iSINC® electronics.

Screens vehicles based on weight and credentials and highlights violators.• 

Supports credential screening against SAFER data.• 

Supports screening against PRISM targeted vehicles and carriers.• 

Supports screening against state specific permits and credentials.• 

Weight Station Automation

Displays all vehicle data, images, and vehicle identification gathered by the iSINC• ® electronics.

Screens vehicles based on weight and credentials and highlights violators.• 

Supports credential screening against SAFER data.• 

Supports screening against PRISM targeted vehicles and carriers.• 

Supports screening against state and province specific permits and credentials.• 

Automatically controls signal and message signs to direct vehicles based on the screening results.• 

Tracks vehicles through the system.• 

With the ever increasing traffic on today’s highways there is a constant challenge to maintain an effective inspection and screening 
program while allowing traffic to move in a safe and efficient manner.  The key to this challenge is to automatically identify and target 
potential violators while allowing compliant vehicles to continue on their way.

The iSINC® electronics will initiate automatic vehicle identification of vehicles, correlate the identification with other vehicle informa-
tion, and transmit the information for display and storage.  Whether the situation calls for optical character recognition (OCR) or radio 
frequency identification (RFID) the iSINC® electronics has been designed to integrate these systems. The iSINC® will interface with the 
following automatic vehicle identification systems:

License Plate OCR

Scans each image and converts detected license plate into an ASCII text string containing the license plate and jurisdiction.• 

Determines the confidence level for each license plate number decoded.• 

Supports variants of the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) engine that are tailored/designed for a specific state or regional • 
license plate population.

Supports OCR updates to address changes in the state’s or province’s license plates over the life of the system• 

USDOT OCR

Employs neural processing algorithms to scan each image and convert detected USDOT • 
numbers into an ASCII text string representing the observed number.

Determines the confidence for each USDOT decoded.• 

Determines the decoded USDOT with the highest confidence for each vehicle.• 

RFID

Supports detection of CVISN compatible transponders.• 

Supports signaling of CVISN compatible transponders.• 
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International Road Dynamics Inc. (IRD) is a highway traffic management technology 
company specializing in supplying products and systems to the global Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS) industry. IRD is a North American company with sales and 
service offices throughout Canada, the United States, Latin America, India and China.

With more than 30 years of experience, IRD is a multi-discipline company offering 
proprietary technologies that include automated truck weigh station systems, Virtual 
Weigh-In-Motion systems, advanced traffic control, management and data collection 
systems, automated toll road systems, and in-vehicle driver monitoring systems. The 
Company supports its products and solutions with long-term service and maintenance 
contracts.

IRD has installed its world-leading ITS solutions in countries around the globe, and 
currently has the world’s largest installed base of Weigh-In-Motion with a growing 
presence in other related ITS applications and markets.

IRD, PAT TRAFFIC, ISINC, BENDING PLATE, WE MAKE HIGHWAYS TALK, and, CUSTOMER DRIVEN, are trademarks 
of International Road Dynamics Inc. LINEAS is a trademark owned by Kistler.
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iSINC® Electronics
The iSINC® electronics form the core of IRD’s traffic and truck 
Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) systems.  Out of the box, iSINC® performs 
a broad range of ITS functions from data collection and web-based 
traffic monitoring to weigh-station automation.

The iSINC® connects with in-road sensors, signage, Automated 
Vehicle Identification (AVI) readers, cameras, communications 
systems, and custom equipment.  Its modular hardware and 
software technologies result in vastly configurable, scalable and 
reliable systems.

Features:
Real-time operation and integration• 

Powerful multi-tasking software • 

Hardened electronics and weatherproof enclosures• 

JULY 2014, REV E

Applications:
Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO)• 

Virtual Weigh Stations  • 

Traffic Data Collection• 

Bridge Monitoring• 

Border Crossing• 

Real-time ITS Applications• 



iSINC® Electronics Modules
WIM CONTROL UNIT (W3)

The W3 network-based plug-in module is the heart of the 
iSINC® product line.  It configures, monitors, and controls all 
connected iSINC® equipment, and aggregates sensor module 
reports to build sophisticated data collection and commercial 
vehicle operation (CVO) systems. 

IRD’s Open CVO protocol provides unprecedented integration 
capability, allowing real-time interaction between iSINC® and 
customized processes running on external equipment. 

HIGHLIGHTS
Monitors up to 16 lanes simultaneously• 
Creates and stores vehicle records• 
Classifies and performs compliance checks as per standard • 
and user-defined WIM-based schemes
Transfers stored and real-time vehicle data• 
Supervises sorting, signing and compliance operations• 
Integrates with larger systems• 
Interfaces with overview snapshot cameras, license plate • 
readers (LPR) and USDOT number readers.
Provides network and serial based user interfaces• 

VIRTUAL WEIGH STATION MODULE (VWS)

The VWS module delivers a web browser user interface to the 
iSINC®, making real-time data remotely accessible.

HIGHLIGHTS
Monitors up to 16 lanes simultaneously• 
Can enable/disable up to 4 cameras per lane• 
User settings allow filtering by class, lane, camera and • 
violations
User-set report and bypass parameters• 
Vehicle record data includes: lane, vehicle number, class, • 
length, speed, GVW, time and date
Will produce a printable pdf report displaying detailed • 
information for any vehicle

SCALE SENSOR MODULE (SSM)

The SSM connects iSINC® systems to IRD and PAT WIM 
scales.  The SSM monitors, measures, and reports wheel or 
axle weight from multiple scale platforms.  It forwards road 
temperature data to the W3 (iSINC® WIM Control Unit) for 
use in temperature compensation.  The sophisticated signal 
processing of the SSM ensures accurate weighing over the full 
range of static to mainline weighing speeds.

HIGHLIGHTS
Monitors up to four resistive bridge weighing platforms • 
simultaneously
Automatically compensates for drifting scale baseline • 
signals
Suppresses scale ringing signatures• 
Reports wheel or axle weights in real-time• 
Forwards road temperature data from an in-road • 
temperature sensor
Produces real-time scale signal traces on request• 

PIEZO SENSOR MODULE (PSM)

The PSM connects iSINC® systems to piezoelectric axle 
and WIM sensors.  The PSM monitors, measures, and 
reports wheel or axle presence (class II) and/or weight (class 
I) from multiple piezoelectric sensors.  It forwards road 
temperature data to the W3 (iSINC® WIM Control Unit) for 
use in temperature compensation.  The sophisticated signal 
processing of the PSM ensures accurate weighing at speeds 
of 10 kph up to 250 kph.

HIGHLIGHTS
Monitors up to four piezoelectric sensors simultaneously• 
Reports wheel or axle weights in real-time• 
Forwards road temperature data from an in-road • 
temperature sensor
Produces real-time sensor signal traces on request• 

VWS



SERIAL CONTROL MODULE (SCM) 

The SCM connects iSINC® systems to serial devices.  A wide 
variety of application code currently exists making the SCM 
an indispensable tool for interfacing to and controlling various 
OEM serial devices.

HIGHLIGHTS
Monitors and provides interface to one serial device• 
Firmware applications support serial devices including:• 

Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI)• 
HELP data format devices• 
Static Scale Heads• 
Variable Message Signs• 
PrePass data format devices• 

DTE RS-232 port at data-rates of up to 57.6 kbps• 

LOOP SENSOR MODULE (LSM)

The LSM connects iSINC® systems to inductive loop vehicle 
presence sensors.  The LSM monitors, measures, and reports 
vehicle presence from loop sensors.  The sophisticated signal 
processing of the LSM ensures accurate loop detection at 
speeds of up to 200 kph.

HIGHLIGHTS
Monitors up to four inductive loop sensors simultaneously• 
Reports vehicle presence in real-time• 
Provides loop detuning values for enhanced classification • 
and matching
Independently programmable channel frequency and • 
sensitivity
Produces real-time sensor signal-traces on request• 

QUARTZ SENSOR MODULE (KSM)

The KSM connects iSINC® systems to Quartz WIM sensors.  
The KSM monitors, measures, and reports wheel or axle 
weight from multiple quartz sensors.  It forwards road 
temperature data to the W3 (iSINC® WIM Control Unit) for 
use in temperature compensation.  The sophisticated signal 
processing of the KSM ensures accurate weighing at speeds 
of 10 kph up to 250 kph.

HIGHLIGHTS
Monitors up to four Quartz sensors simultaneously• 
Reports wheel or axle weights in real-time• 
Forwards road temperature data from an in-road • 
temperature sensor
Produces real-time sensor signal traces on request• 

DIGITAL I/O MODULE (DIOM)
The DIOM connects iSINC® systems to devices with digital 
contact closure outputs and switch inputs.  Its vast array of 
functions makes it an indispensable tool for interfacing to a 
wide variety of OEM devices.

HIGHLIGHTS
Monitors up to eight digital input or output channels• 
Individually programmable channels for I/O direction, • 
polarity, and voltage
Programmable output modes and periods: DC, square-• 
wave, and one-shot pulse
Programmable input de-bounce times• 
Configurable output-mirroring of remote or local inputs• 
Outputs may be overridden for manual control• 
Built-in I/O pull-up resistor• 

SERIAL BRIDGE MODULE (SBM) 
The SBM bridges its asynchronous serial port (RS-232) 
and CAN bus interfaces. The module allows connection of 
protocol-compatible RS-232 connected equipment to the 
iSINC® system.  

SBM’s are most often used in pairs to bridge the iSINC® 
busses of two separate subracks (CAN � RS-232 � CAN).  
Modems and/or fiberoptic-to-serial media converters may be 
used to allow operation over extended distances.

HIGHLIGHTS
Bridges CAN bus and RS-232 port bidirectionally• 
DTE RS-232 port at data-rates of up to 57.6 kbps• 
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iSINC® Models
Specifications

Model
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iSINC Lite CE 150 x 265 x 280 10 9

iSINC SSR9U 445 x 334 x 318 10 6 2 4

10 6 2 4

iSINC SSR9U CE 445 x 334 x 318

10 6 4

10 6 4

iSINC SR12U 607 x 534 x 305 20 12 8 48 opt opt

iSINC SR20U 966 x 534 x 458 20 12 8 48 opt opt

iSINC TCSM 591 x 473 x 423

iSINC TCSM CE 591 x 473 x 423

iSINC 336 1194 x 610 x 578 20 12 8 48 opt opt

iSINC 334 1702 x 610 x 826 20 12 8 48 opt opt

iSINC ERK 2058 x 559 x 635 20 12 8 48 opt opt

iSINC® TCSM/TCSM CE

iSINC® 334

iSINC® Lite CE
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SINGLE LOAD CELL
Premium High Performance WIM Scale

The IRD Single Load Cell (SLC) Scale is an extremely accurate and durable 
Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) scale. Its reputation for reliability and performance is a result 
of over 30 years of operational history with medium and high-speed enforcement 
screening and data collection.

The SLC Scale can be used at all speeds, from slow speeds on ramps to highway 
speeds on the mainline. Its low maintenance, long service life and unequalled accuracy 
make it the top choice for long term vehicle weighing.

DESCRIPTION
The weighing element in this scale is a single load cell mounted centrally in each scale 
mechanism. The scale mechanism incorporates patented load transfer torque tubes, 
which effectively transfer all loading on the weighing surface to the load cell. Each lane 
will typically contain two 6 ft. (1.8 m) scales allowing each wheel set to be weighed 
individually, axle by axle. Each scale is mounted in a frame which is installed in a vault 
flush with the road surface. The SLC Scale is completely waterproof and functions in 
all weather and operating conditions, and includes all cable and drain access.

APPLICATIONS
Mainline Screening• 
Ramp Screening• 
High Speed Data Collection• 
Automated Toll Systems• 

JULY, 2011, REV D
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SINGLE LOAD CELL
Premium High Performance WIM Scale

ACCURACY
The SLC Scale is the most accurate scale available today. It has the highest 
documented accuracy of all WIM technologies. It meets or exceeds the ASTM E1318-09
Type III specification up to highway speeds. The SLC Scale will typically provide the 
following accuracies:

SPEED
mph (km/h)

FUNCTION ACCURACY
(% OF APPLIED)

PERFORMANCE
(% Difference)

1σ 2σ
ASTM E1318-09 Type III 

Tolerance for 95% Compliance

2-10 (3-16) Wheel Load ±4 ±8 N/A
Axle Load ±2 ±4 N/A
Axle Group Load ±1.5 ±3 N/A
GVW ±1 ±2 N/A

11-25 (17-40) Wheel Load ±6 ±12 ±20
Axle Load ±4 ±8 ±15
Axle Group Load ±3 ±6 ±10
GVW ±2 ±4 ±6

26-45 (41-73) Wheel Load ±8 ±16 ±20
Axle Load ±5 ±10 ±15
Axle Group Load ±4 ±8 ±10
GVW ±3 ±6 ±6

46-81 (74-130) Wheel Load ±8 ±16 ±20
Axle Load ±6 ±12 ±15
Axle Group Load ±5 ±10 ±10
GVW ±3 ±6 ±6

NOTE: The site conditions must, as a minimum, meet the roads specification as identified 
in ASTM E1318-09.

SERVICING
Closing a lane of traffic on a busy Interstate is costly and dangerous, therefore selecting 
the best and most easily maintainable WIM System possible is a critical decision. Servicing 
of the Single Load Cell Scale is fast and easy. The load cell can be removed or serviced 
from the road surface with hand tools, eliminating the need to remove the entire scale from 
the road.

LIFE CYCLE COST
The IRD Single Load Cell Scale has a long service life requiring little maintenance. For 
instance, an IRD Single Load Cell Scale, installed in 1981, weighed more than 5.3 million 
5-axle trucks and more than 10.5 million trucks of other types during a service life that 
exceeded 25 years. The Single Load Cell Scale has a proven track record of providing 
long term reliable service to the CVO industry. For reference see USDOT FHWA “States 
Successful Practices, Weigh In Motion Handbook” December 1997.
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Model 4020 SSWIM Scale
Slow Speed Weigh-In-Motion System
IRD’s Slow Speed Weigh-In-Motion (SSWIM) Scale can accurately weigh vehicles at 
speeds between 0 and 20 km/h (0 and 12 mph).  Its low operation cost, ease of 
installation and high accuracy make it the ideal choice for checking truck weights, 
including axle compliance and bridge formula compliance.

DESCRIPTION

The Model 4020 Scale utilizes two shear beam load cells for weight measurement. 
Since each scale is approximately 10 feet (3 meters) wide, only one scale would 
be required per lane.  Each scale is mounted flush with the road surface in roads 
of  175 mm (7 in) minimum depth.  The Model 4020 Scale functions in all weather 
conditions.

APPLICATIONS

Freight Terminals• 

Commercial Fleet Axle Weight Monitoring• 

Axle Compliance• 

Truck Weigh Stations/Citations• 

Border Crossings• 

Ports• 

Weight Enforcement at Toll Operations (WIM@Toll™)• 

AUG, 2011 REV D
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Slow Speed WIM Scale
Model 4020

LOW LIFE CYCLE COST

The Model 4020 Scale provides a low cost alternative to traditional static weigh scales.  The 
Model 4020 Scale is designed specifically for Weigh-In-Motion and provides axle weighing 
capabilities at a fraction of the cost of a traditional static scale.  Maintenance costs are low 
and life cycle costs are attractive.  An IRD Model 4020 Scale System can typically be installed 
and maintained for less than the regular maintenance of a traditional static scale.

SYSTEM OPERATION

The Model 4020 SSWIM Scale can be adapted to various applications through systems 
that incorporate the scale, in road sensors, a processor unit, traffic control devices, a driver 
display and/or printer. 

The system operates in both slow speed WIM and static scale modes.  In the WIM mode, the 
operator directs the truck to the scale where it rolls over the scale at a low speed.  In static 
mode, the truck must stop with each set of axles on the scale so individual axle weights can 
be calculated. When the weighing operation is complete, the user can view results on a 
display or print a ticket for weight verification.  When used for enforcement actual weights can 
be compared to the legal limit and citations can be printed. This data can also be stored in a 
database if further analysis is desired.

ACCURACY

The Model 4020 increases in accuracy with a decrease in speed. When used in static scale 
mode it will measure the GVW with an accuracy of ±0.5%. When used as a dynamic scale, 
weighing vehicles operating at speeds from 0-5 km/h (0-3 mph), the Model 4020 provides an 
accuracy of ±1% when measuring GVW.

Speed Accuracy

Static

(Static) 0 km/h (0 mph) Gross wt. ±0.5% of applied

Dynamic

0-5 km/h (0-3 mph) Gross wt. ±1.0% of applied

5-10 km/h (3-6 mph) Gross wt. ±1.5% of applied

10-20 km/h (6-12 mph) Gross wt. ±2.0% of applied

SPECIFICATIONS

Scale Weight 900 kg (2000 lbs)

Dimensions - Sensor 737 x 3127 x 276 mm
(29 x 124 x 11 in)

Maximum Capacity 40,000 kg (88,000 lbs)
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IRD-PAT Bending Plate™
Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) System

The IRD-PAT Bending Plate™ is a load cell scale system that fits the 
requirements for WIM applications including traffic monitoring, overload 
detection, toll applications and data collection for road maintenance and 
planning. The IRD-PAT Bending Plate™ is a durable, proven technology 
installed worldwide with a typical life span in excess of 10 years.

AUGUST 2015, REV G

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

• Traffic Monitoring

• Road Maintenance Planning

• Overload Detection/Enforcement

• WIM@Toll

• Statistics

• Bridge Protection

• Traffic Safety

• Ports & Border Crossings Security

FEATURES

• ASTM Type I and Type III

• Speed 0-200 kph (0-125 mph)

• Durable, Reliable, Accurate, Low Profile

• Hermetically Sealed Steel Plate

Truck passing through a Virtual Weigh Station 
using IRD-PAT Bending Plate™ WIM Scales

(Single threshold weighing)
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IRD-PAT Bending Plate™

Single Threshold Staggered Layout Single Plate Layout Double Threshold

Traffic Flow

Weight 81 kg (178 lb)

Sensor Dimensions 507 x 1250 mm
(20 x 49 in)

Nominal Capacity 10,000 kg (22,000 lb)

Overload Capacity 15,000 kg (33,100 lb)

Weight 100 kg (220 lb)

Sensor Dimensions 507 x 1550 mm
(20 x 61 in)

Nominal Capacity 10,000 kg (22,000 lb)

Overload Capacity 15,000 kg (33,100 lb)

Weight 127 kg (279 lb)

Sensor Dimensions 507 x 1950 mm
(20 x 77 in)

Nominal Capacity 10,000 kg (22,000 lb)

Overload Capacity 15,000 kg (33,100 lb)

Weight 146 kg (325 lb)

Sensor Dimensions 507 x 1950 mm
(20 x 77 in)

Nominal Capacity 15,000 kg (33,100 lb)

Overload Capacity 22,500 kg (49,500 lb)

Weight 114 kg (251 lb)

Sensor Dimensions 507 x 1750 mm
(20 x 69 in)

Nominal Capacity 10,000 kg (22,000 lb)

Overload Capacity 15,000 kg (33,100 lb)

Weight 131 kg (288 lb)

Sensor Dimensions 507 x 1750 mm
(20 x 69 in)

Nominal Capacity 15,000 kg (33,100 lb)

Overload Capacity 22,500 kg (49,500 lb)

Width and Capacity Options:
Model: WP 1250 Model: WP 1550

Model: WP 1950 (Special Order)

Model: WP 1950 15T (Special Order)

Model: WP 1750

Model: WP 1750 15T (Special Order) 


